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AHBVQJJ ERaiJE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

ALHUQUEHOUE, NEW MEXICO, Fill DAY EVENING, OCTOHEK Hi, 1)()5.

10

NUMBER

PLANS MADE FOR CONGRESS TO LEGISLATE

FORTY-THRE- E

ADDITIONAL

FOR FEDERAL CONTROL OF LIFE INSURANCE
DRYDEN BILL WHICH
ROOSEVELT BACKS

and Roosevelt

By John F. Dryden.

60

My life insurance hill will provide
an amendment to the act wliieh established the department of commerce
and labor. It proposes an officer
called superintendent of Insurance, in
barge of the Insurance division, anr 11.
ho shall be appointed by the presl
'ent with confirmation by the senate
Vssociated with him will be an off
:lal to be known as the national act f

itJ j

The bill will provide that tho poll
!?cies of insurance are deemed to be
articles of interstate commerce. This
act will not apply to any corporation - corporation for the purpose of
insurance business exclu- talning information as to their
In one Etate, and will have no vency and trustworthiness,
Each corporation will bo compelled
application to any religious, charlta- to deposit with the United States
ble or fraternal institution.
The superintendent of Insurance treasurer, as a guaranty for the
will have the power to fix fees, estab- - faithful performance of its contracts,
lish rules and regulations for con- - the sum of 1100,000. Licenses will be
by
ducting the business. Annual reports issued to insurance corporations
will be made to the superintendent by the superintendent, providing
and that officer will be panies have complied with the rules,
vested with the power to examine The superintendent will have the pow-Int- o
the business and affairs of the er to revoke these licenses for cause.

TAXPAYERS SECURE TEMPORARY
INJUNCTION AGAINST COMMISSIONERS
Court Decides Commissioners Had no Power
Borrow Money May Recognize
Hubbell as Treasurer.
Late yesterday afternoon Judge

Ab-

to

junction suit filed by counsel against

bott announced his decision in the the county commissioners, the treascase of W. B. Childers et al vs. the urer and collector and the school supboard of county commissioners of Ber- erintendent recognized by the comnalillo county et al, wherein the missioners, from proceeding any furplaintiffs seek to enjoin the county ther towards taking forcible possesscommissioners from borrowing money ion of the offices in dispute in the
to conduct the affairs of the county, court house. Attorney Neill B. Field
In favor of the plaintiffs. The decis- appearing for the commissioners et al
ion of the court holds that the com- filed an answer to the petition for a
missioners bad no power to borrow temporary Injunction. He argued that
of the office
the money and that the plaintiffs are the former incumbents their
rights to
voluntarily abandoned
entitled to maintain their action.
the books and records by placing
The court's order in the matter of them
in the vaults and that the couna temporary injunction waa drawn up ty commissioners
had the right to
this morning and reads as follows:
eject them from the office as obstaCounty
of
Territory of New Mexico,
cles to the process of the business of
Bernalillo, in the District Court.
the county.
No. 6878.
W. B. Childers

et al vs. Board of
County Commissioners of Bernalillo County et al.
Order.
This cause having come on for
hearing at a former day of this term
upon the order to show cause why a
temporary injunction should not be
granted, was argued by counsel and
submitted to the court and taken under advisement and now tho court
being fully advised in the premises,
finds that the board of county commissioners had no power to borrow
money for the purposes set forth in
said complaint and answer or to
give their promissory note therefor.
The court further determines to reserve Its decisions upon ali other
questions involved in said cause until
the final hearing upon the evidence
to be adduced by the respective parties and it is so ordered.
IRA A. ABBOTT, Judge.
October 13, 1905.
May Discharge Jury Tomorrow.
It is not known Just what effect the
injunction will have on tho present
term of court, but it is very likely
that the jury will be discharged to-

morrow.

As soon as the Jury is discharged
will hear arguments in the

the court

pleas of abatement, which have been
filed by Attornew W. B. Childers and
Attorney M. E. Hickey. It is understood that Attorney Childers has filed
pleas of abatement lu the cases of
the territory vs. Frank A. llubbell;
territory vs. Eslavio Vigil; territory
vs. F. E. Sturges; territory vs. Geo.
K. Neher. It Is also said that Attorney M. E. Hickey has filed a plea
of abatement on the same grounds in
the cases of the territory vs. William
Wagner. Attorney Kaynolds has filed a plea along similar lines In another criminal case.
The claim that the attorneys will
make is that the grand Jury was improperly drawn. It is c. aimed that
Grand Juror Lucero, who served on
the jury, U not a resident of Bernalillo county, but lives Just across the
line in Torrance county. Another
claim is that George E. Brewer served i"i the Jury when the name of
Geore H. Brewer was originally
draw", the two names becoming confused
The outcome is awaltej with interest, as both sides will present strong
arguments in support of their claim.
Arguments In Second Injunction Suit.
Argumeuts were finished late yesterday afternoon In the seeond in

W. B. Chiiders and A. B. McMll'.en
appeared as counsel for Hulibell et al
They argued that they
In the matter.
had never tdmitted the governor's
commission as prima facie evidence
of the right to the office of treasurer
and collector and denied various other allegations made. The court took
the matter under advisement and up
to this afternoon bad not rendered a
decision.
May Recognize Hubbell.
Immediately
when court opened
this morning a lively discussion took
place as to what shouid be done in
order to pay the jurors anil other
court expenses of this term of court,
inasmuch as the commissioners hail
been enjoined from using tho 4,0UU
borrowed for this purpose.
It was suggested that warrants be
drawn on Frank A. Hubbell, as treasurer, for money to pay the expenses
of the present term of court, Mr. Hubbell agreeing to honor such warrants,
but to this counsel fur' Arniijo et al
objected strenuously.
It was then
argued that in case any warrants
were drawn on Hubbell that the first
money expended should go to reimburse Justo H. Arniijo, who It is alleged has already expended between
$Sim and $1,200 of the $4.0oo borrowseveral
ed by the commissioners
weeks ago. It has not been definitely
settled, but it is said that it Is not at
all impossible that warrants may be
drawn on F. A. Hubbell, as treasurer
of Bernalillo county, for the payment
of the expenses of tho present term of
court.
If this is done It will be nothing
more or less than recognizing F. A.
Hubbell as treasurer of the county,
and It is just this that counsel representing Arniijo objects to doing.

New York, Oct. 13. A definite plan
for government control of life Insurance has been agreed upon and congress will be asked to pass the necessary legislation at the session soon
to open.
Senator John F. Dryden of New
Jersey, will introduce the bill, anu
lesiiicnt Koosevelt will back it with
his Influence.
The Ideas In the bill, which declares
life insurance Interstate commerce,
are partly those of the president and
partly of Senator Dryden, who la
president of the Prudential Life Incompany, and one of the
surance
highest living authorities upon Insurance matteis.
President Roosevelt believes that
the constitutional question Involved
can be solved only by congressional
legislation, and a subsequent test of
such legislation
before the United
States supreme court.
To secure the passage of this legislation will lie one of the principal
tasks this winter.
of
The alleged unconstitutionality
all legislation of this character has
always been urged against the passage c.f any legislation for the control
of insurance. The decision of the supreme court in the case of Paul vs.
Virginia, apparently was to the effect
that insurance was not Interstate
commerce, and that it can be regulated only by the state authorities.
is
The answer to this contention
that congress never has passed a law
declaring insurance to be Interstate
commerce, and that the supreme court
view of toe
would take a different
matter if such a law were passed.
Senator Dryden said: "While the
decision of the supreme court in the

ulation of the Insurance business as
Interstate commerce by the federal
government.
"Thi9 point cannot be considered
until after congress has passed a law
regulating such business In general
conformity with the Interstate commerce act. It is the opinion of quail-fleauthoiitlcs that the court would
then hold Interstate Insurance to be
Interstate commerce."
Speaking of the powers of congress
to enact such legislation, Senator Dryden said:
"Congress has the power, most unquestionably, under the constitution,
to designate the factors that go to
make up interstate commerce, and to
legislate for their regulation and supervision. Insurance Is today one of
the most Important fact'ors which enter Into commerce, trade and indus
try, and whatever can be said In favor of the national regulation of banks
and railways, holds good with equal
force in the case of Insurance.
"It is my firm conviction tnat such
an act would be productive of the most
excellent results. Increasing the security of Insurance to the policy hold-erdiminishing the now considerable
amount of needless clerical labor to
meet the requirements of some fifty
different states anl tenitorles, decreasing the expense rate, decreasing
the burden of taxation. Increasing the
returns to policy holders, and thus

BANK CONVENTION

MAFIA GETS IN

case seemed to dispose
of the view that Insurance was commerce, in the same manner as banking, transportation,
telegraph
messages, etc., it did not in fact, do so.
The decision, and those that followed
did not relate to the real point Involved In a consideration of the reg-

Prof. Dougherty.
OLIVER

J. BULLY

CHARGED

Chairman of School
Board's Finance Committee

Paul-Virgini- a

d

ITS DEADLY WORK

ADJOURNES TODAY

Allis of Eric Advocates Sys- Even in New York City and
After Eight Years
tem for Insuring
.
Have Passed. .
Depositst

v

EVENING

DEVOTED

LAST

TO PLEASURE

Washington, D. C, Oct. 13. This is
anthe closing day of the thirty-firs- t
nual convention of the American Bankers' association, which opened here
on Wednesday.
After the morning
session had been called to order by
the president, E. F. Swlnney, the discussion of practical banking cyiestlons
was taken up and continued for about
one hour.- Then Harvey L. Goulder,
of Cleveland, O., delivered an address
on "Our Commerce."
After luncheon, the consideration of
unfinished business will be UA.'n up,
and various committee reports will be
considered, including the report of the
comsnlttee on nominations. After the
election of officers, the new officers'
will at once be Installed and the' convention will adjourn. After adjournment many of the delegates will go
to Arlington and Fort Mayer. In the
evening a formal reception will be
given by the Backers' association of
the District of Columbia, to the American Bankers' association, in the assembly rooms of the new Willard
hotel. The congressional library will
be brilliantly illuminated tonight and
will be thrown open to the vlsting
bankers.
C. I. Allis, of Erie, Pa., advocated
a system of insurance for national
Allis said that the
hank deposits.
fact must be recognized that there Is
an underlying current of distrust of
banks pervading many communities.
Officers Are Elected.
Washington, I). C Oct. 13 John
L. Hamilton was elected president of
the American Bankers' association.
The members of the executive council for three years are George M. Reynolds, Chicago;
Hilton E. Alles,
Washington; J. L. Edwards, Burling-- j
tun. Iowa; H. B. Wilcox, Baltimore;
J. J. Sullivan, Cleveland.
By resolution the convention re- Rented the frequent reports that the
association piacea noieu criminals on
sa.ary to prevent their continued
operations.
fraudulent
Adjourned
sine die.

OF THREE

BROTHERS

DIES

New York, Oct. 13. That Gateno
Costa was muidered In his toutcher
shop In Brooklyn Wednesday night,
not because he refused to accede to
blackmailing demands for money, but
as the result of a political plot Inspired in Sicily eight years ago by the
Mafia, and executed by agents of the
Black Hand society, to which at least
seven other lives had been sacrificed,
Is a remarkable revelation made to
the police.
According to information given by a
fellow countryman, Costa was one of
a band of a dozen or more wealthy
Sicilians who, for daring opposition
to the dominant faction closely allied
wlLh the Mafia, were driven across the
sea, pin sued with rclentlessneBS, and
systematically put to death whenever
opportunity to escape detection was
offered. Costa's two brothers are
among those who were murdered, one
having been stabbed to death in Jackson park, Chicago, and the other killed
at Geneva, 111.

NORTHEASTERN WISCONSIN
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.
Stevens Point, Wis., Oct. 13. The
annual session of the Northeastern
Wisconsin Teachers' association opened here today with about S'JO members in attendance. At the opening session Professor F. S. Hyer, the president of the organization, delivered
his annual address. Among the speakers who will address the convention
during the two days of Its session, are
Dr. U. O. B. Wingate, who will speak
on "The Tuberculosis Problem," Prof.
George E. Vincent of the department
of sociology, Chicago
University;
Charles P. Cary, state superintendent,
Madison; L. W. Wood, rural school
inspector, Nelllville, and Prof. F. N.
Spindler, department of psychology.
Normal school, Stevens Point.
j
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DIES

OF

DESPAIR

Peoria, 111., Oct. 13. (The grand
jury returned a final report today,
with a true bill against Oliver J. Bailey, chairman of the finance committee of the Peoria school board, holding him on a charge of malfeasance
In permitting
Newton C. Dougherty
to misappropriate school money.
Bailey is president of a dime savings bank and an officer of many finThe Jury scored
ancial Institutions.
the entire board for "criminal negligence in administering affairs of the
city BChooU."
Forty-threadditional Indictment
were returned against Dougherty.
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BOOKKEEPER NOW
DIRECTOR BREAKS-HEARPeoria, HL, Oct.
over the closing of the Peoria N
tional bank on account of defalao-tion- s
of Prof. Newton C. Dougherty,
its president, Calvin C. .Lines, firty-on- e
AUTHOR OF THE FEDERAL CONTROL OF INSURANCE BILL.
years- a bookkeeper and lately a
decreasing the cost of Insurance, there is no precedent on which to director of the bank died last night.
ground such objection.
broadening the scope of administraAt a meeting of the bank at which it
"The very life of our Insurance cor- was decided to close the bank. Line
tion, and. In a word, nationalizing the
poration is threatened today. It is a sat with his head burled In his hands,
business."
"I have no sympathy with the ob- duty for all who ate interested in the a picture of abject despair.
jections raised to federal control on future of American national life and
the ground of the possible exercise of strength to consider some satisfactory VIRGINIA FARMERS
undue powers over insurance cor- scheme for the regulation of this busl-nts- s
porations by Immoral politicians. Our
which comes nearer to die
SEEK SELF CULTURE
national government Is our bulwark of hearthstone and the life of our people
nonesty in all of the things which
than any other form of enterVirginia Beach, Oct. 13. Several
govern our material
welfare, and prise."
hund.ed farmers, from all parts ot
the etate, are assembled here to attend the Farmers' Conference, called
ly the State Department of AgriculNOW
WHICH
ture and Immigration for the purpose
of discussing papers on questions per
talning" to farming.
The conference
SEAS was called
IN LANDS
to order this morning by
the Commissioner of Agriculture, who
welcomed the vlsltots from other parts
of the state. Professor S. B. Helgea,
of the Vlrgina State Teat
Russia Will Sign Peace Treaty. manager
Way
Farm, read a paper on "The Restoration of Sol! and Economical Use ot
Mikado Received Royally English Admiral.
He wag followed by A.
Fertilizers."
JeffefsT .who delivered an address on
"Princess Anne County; Its Past,
Prince.
Russia SorroWs
Present and Prospective."
In the afternoon session, Professor
A. V. Soule, dean and director of the
expeilment station at Blacksburg, Vaw,
Washington, D. C, Oct. 13. It has MIKADO PLACES PALACE
FOR BRITISH PARTY'S USE. read a paper on "Corn Growing la
been arranged that the ratification of
emperor of Virginia," and E. A. Bishop, director
13. Toe
Toklo, Oct.
e
treaty shall be ex- Japan
the
received Vice Admiral Noel, of agriculture of the Normal school.
Japanese
changed tomorrow. The
commander of the British squadron, Hampton, Va., on "Forage Crop
Minister Takahlra will notify the state now at Yokohama, his staff and Brit- Adapted to Eastern Virginia." The
department that his emperor baa sign- ish military attaches today at the pal- conference will close tomorrow afterace and welcomed them heartily to noon.
ed the treaty at Tokio. The state de- Japan. The emperor places the Shlba
empartment will notify the American
palace at the disposal of Admiral Noel ANCIENT WORK OF LUTHER
FOUND IN MANUSCRIPT.
bassy at St. Petersburg, and Spencer and his paity.
Berlin, Oct. 13. Students of history
Eddy, the charge d'affaires, will duly DEATH OF TROUBETSKOY
literature, collectors of manunotify the Russian government. That
MAY CLOSE MOSCOW SCHOOL. and
scripts,
and theologians, are greatly
Rus13.
Petersburg,
St.
government, In turn, will notify the
The
Oct.
in the report that an autoInterested
press
expresses
genuine
sorrow
French foreign office that the Russian sian
graph
MS. of a book, entitled, "Expos
death yesterday of Prince
emperor has signed his copy of the at theTroubetskoy,
of the Psalms; How They Must
the foremost Uber-alls- t sitions
Be Interpreted," by Martin Luther,
treaty. The French foreign office will
presof Russia, and the former
been discovered In Zerbst, In the
notify Its minister at Toklo, who In ident of the zenuuvo convention. His has
Duchy of Anhalt. Previous to the disoffice,
foreign
restraining
Influturn, will Inform the
death removes the
covery It was not known that such
and this will be regarded as a formal ence over Moscow students and may a work was in evlstence, and it has
closing
cause
exchange of ratifications.
of the university.
the
caused considerable surprise that so
Important a manuscript could remain
hidden for so many centuries without
being discovered. Tho. manuscript 1
NEW METHOD RAISING
PROPOSED ROUTE
considered of the greatest value, and
VINELESS POTATOES will undoubtedly be placed in one ot
FOR A NEW CANAL
the great museums. This discovery
has caused great activity among the
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 13. President
Great Falls, Mont., Oct. 13. Scient- directors of various libraries and it
InJohn S. Shaw and the board of direc- ists and agriculturalists are highly
is expected a thorough
search for
In the discovery by D. D. other Luther manuscripts will now be
tors of the Lake Erie & Ohio Ship terested
growing
a
new
of
Darst
method
of
Canal company, accompanied by a potatoes, which is as remarkable as made.
number of engineers and other advis- uuy
tho achievements of the "wizors, st.irted fiom here today on a two ard," ofBui
bank. A number of scient- STRINGENT MEASURES
days' trip to examine the two routes ists and representatives
of agricultural
promised for a ship canal connecting societies are here at present
ORDERED IN ITALY
to Investhe Erie Lake with tho Ohio river.
tigate
discovery.
Mr.
test
Darst's
and
O.,
the Pittsburg His experiments have been conducted
At Ashtabula.
Home, Oct. 13 The government adparty will bo Joined by the officers In
a box eight feet square. In the opted "xtraordinary measures to put
of the Ohio & Pennsylvania Ship liottom
of that box Mr. Darst placed an
demonstrato the
Canal company, of which Joseph H.
layer of a certain preparation, of tionsend occurring
throughout the counCassidy of Cleveland Is president, and awhich
see ret, to the depth try. Collisions have taken place at
ho has
the two organizations will continue of three luches.the On top of
layer Turin and Florence between the pothe trip together. One of the two a number of potatoes arethat
lice and the manifeatants. A meeting
routes is from Ashtabula, O., to Pitts- Then comes another layer of planted.
the se- of the sociah.-there caused u clash
burg, the other from Eile to Pitts- cret preparation,
thou another layer of with the police, and several maiilfes-taut- s
burg. Each route is about luu miles H)tatoes
so on until the box is
were wounued.
long and the cost of either would be full. Mr. and
Darst asserts that the box
Iresldent Shaw lb i may be built
about 30.ijo0,0(m.
any
height.
to
almost
of the opinion that the work could be
with layers after layer of potatoes WHAT PRESIDENT'S
completed and the canal opened to and
the preparation, without affecting
traffic In the summer of 1911.
DOING WITH OFFICES
the producing power of his composition. He also asserts that by his
GROWTH OF IMPORTS
Washington, D. C, Oct. 13. Havmethod he can raise potatoes for tho
market in any climate at any time of ing accepted the resignation of forSHOWS PROSPERITY the year.
mer Governor Fifer, of Illinois, as a
member of the interstate commerce
commission, the president has let It
New York, Oct. 13.
The figures IMPORTANT ORDER
be understood that he expects to apcontained In the September report of
as Flier's successor a man from
Appraiser Whitehead in regard to the
AGAINST SINECURES pointPacific
coast. It is known that
the
importation of merchandise at the
Franklin L. Lane la under consideraport of New York during the past
Washington, D. C, Oct. 13. An or- tion.
month is considered an undeniable
President Koosevelt has
proof of the prosperity existing In this der has been signed by Secretary
Henry Litchfield West, a Washcountry at the present time. It ap- Shaw and today sent to the chiefs of
pears from the figures that the total all bureaus and divisions in tho vari- ington newspaper man, the democratappraised value of merchandise im- ous executive departments, which. If ic member of the board of commisposed at this port was Jj5,004,850, an actually carried ou will put an end sioners for the District of Co'umbia.
The president has accepted the resIncrease of $5,000,000 over the corre- to tho numerous sinecures held by ignation
of Eugene Tucker, associate
sponding month of last year. The to- privileged clerks and employes with
of the supreme court of Arizotal value of precious stones imported political pull. The order requires that Judge
during the month was $3.250,8S0, the chiefs of the various bureaus and na, to take effect the 1th instant. To
against Ji. 192,004, during the month divisions must certify to the work succeed him tbe tiresideiit has ao-The resigna
of September. 1904.
There was also a done by their subordinates before the pointed Paul Jessen.
iiiarke.l Increase In the imports of au- la'ter can obtain their pay. Eacn di- tion is l.elleteil to be the result of
tomobiles. Durlne last month lit vision head must make oath that the a recent Investigation of charges filoars were Imported, against 72 In Sep-- ! person in whose favor the voucher is ed by leading members of tho bar
tembc-r- ,
19i'4. Since January 1st of drawn has been regularly in attend- and citizens.
this year 772 automobiles have been ance at bis place of work throughout TAGGART GETS
DECREE
lmpo:ted here, their total value belns the. perl'jd covered and actually doing
IN THE DIVORCE SUIT.
the work. Tho order is aimed at the
$:t,0o0,uuo.
numerous employes who malutaln
Wooster, Ohto, Oct. 13. The dethemselves upon the fedeial payroll cision of Judge Easim In the Taggart
Spelter.
13. Hpelte
without performing actual services, or divorce case today was in favor of
St. I)ul, Mo., Oft.
performing tum very irregularly.
firm,
5.92Mi.
Captain Taggart.
FORMER

1!

THINGS

QUIETLY DISSOLVING.
Stockholm, Sweden, Oct. 13. Both
houses of parliament
unanimously
adopted the government bill providing
NEW YORK HAS
for the ratification ot the Karlstad
treaty.
THREE OUT OF FOUR
Both houses will meet this evening,
when the government will present a
13. Excellent bill repealing the act of the union.
Oct.
New York,
weather conditions greeted the p. a)
ers and spectators
at the polo
IT'S SWELL
grounds today when the fourth of the
series for the world's base ball chamWhile the NEW RESIDENCE OF NEW PERpionship was started.
crowd was not as large as on TuesSIAN MINISTER SCINTILLATES
day there were fully 10,000 people
HONORS ARE PAID TO
WITH ORIENTAL ART.
present.
were:
batteries
The
GERMAN CRUISER BREMEN.
New York McGinnlty, pitcher, and
Galveston, Tex., Oct. 13. The Ger- Bresnahan, catcher.
man cruiser Bremen arrived in this
Philadelphia Plank, pitcher, and
u It h Powers, catcher.
nnn lnlav nn.t
uaa
..- rt.Pfiv.nl
UV
naval honors. All the thips in the
U H E
The score:
harbor are docked with flags, and New York
0
1
5
dis-j
German and American flags were
1
0
6
Philadelphia
'V
K I
played from many buildings along tho
harlior front. A delegation of city MANILA PAPERS. EXPECT
officials and lepresentative of GoCHANGE IN COMMISSION.
Washington. 1). C, Oct. 13. News
vernor Uinhum paid their respei ts to
hf--;
papers of Manila, which have just arthe commander of the cruiser and
Wasnlngton, I), t'., Oct. 13. The
vite him and bis officers uiH men rived, Indicate clearly the understand- new minister from Persia, General
Me the guests of tha city.
The Ger- ing there that there are to be sev- Mnrfea k'hun h,- - taken a new resl- eral changes in the personnel of the dence on Nlnetet-mstreet, and kas
arrangements
elaborate
for the recep- Philippine commission. It Is stated decorated it with his numerous artion and entertainment of the visitors that Commissioner Ide Is shortly U ticles of Persian art. The general is
and have extended Invitations for sev- retire on account of age, and that a something of a coll' 'or, and tho Pereral important social functions to the general reconstruction of tke commis- sian embassy appears not unliko an
officers of the cruiser.
sion is forecasted.
oriental museutn.
i
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For Federal Control of the Business

Indictments

Jury Find Against
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Senator Dryden, of New Jersey, Prepares the
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PAGE TWO.
won, anj In playing authors
THE EVENING CITIZEN times
again she expected to renew many
anees. To her surprise, there
wore not many left to renew. The
fakllakri Daily m4 Weekly ty
writers that had !p n Immortalized
Citizen Publishing Company In a ilixk of curds a quarter of a
ago hail lieeti relegated to library
at Ntkitw tar ranMMtMi Amk Um shelves and superseded ly new and
popular authors. Only Pickens and
Tharkery and Holmes remained of the
favorites. That was because
styles must change tn playing cards,
as In everything else. Just at present there is an unusually heavy demand for the game of authors. The,
publishers a:e turning, out many different sets. There are scientific
Paper f Bernalillo County decks, made up of writers on scientific subjects, and decks fictional,
Prat AfttniMHi DttMttH.
historical, classical and miscelUrgwt CHy tni C.mtj Clrnl),
laneous.
One enterprising firm has
Tee Larpat Km Mailct ClrMbtlM.
even gone so inr as to issue a man- UrgMt N.rMxr AMjom Clrtnlitlon.
com nosed entirely of the
dock,
azlno
names and works of magazine writ
era whose output has so far heen limTI1MI Of SUBSCRIPTION!
S. mm rtmr Im 4rn
T
The Old. PerH or ited to short stories.
W matt, mm axMitk
.IP son learned all these things during her
game
lO, mm tmt
of cards, but although she
toe first
appreciated the Information, she felt
mtty by Carrier, 60c per month that she had not thoroughly enjoyed
the game.
T
iwu Arm will to ithtmmi m tk.
r Mm knr raw if M Mill pm mk, m for SO WILL SEARCH TIBURON
mm mm
mU. wtoa mM Mitktr.

th

old-tim- e

l,

ISLAND FOR BROTHER

wB mmm
ea

Hf

mum

01 AjiplleaU oc

tmrmt to
mmUvmj mt

WHO HAS BEEN MISSING SINCE
LAST JUNE AMONG THE CANNIBALS OF THE ISLAND.

Mtfftfnc o
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To find some trace of his brother,
Prof. Toman Grlndell, of Douglas.
Ariz., who set out on an exploration
trip to the Tiburon Islands June 1,
and has only been heard fiom once
since, will henceforth be the mission
of B. P. Grindell, the Arizona representative of the International Corre,
spondence schools.
Already returned from one expedition of search which failed because of
the desertion of the Indian guide,
Grindell has written Fred S. Kerr,
of the Denver agency of
the Correspondence schools, that he
has resigned his position to form a
second expedition. On this trip, lie
Says, he will be accompanied by a
larger party and good guides.
The first expedition took him as far
as Sonora, Mexico.
If Thomas Grindell is ever found
alive he probably will have a story of
anvemure to ten tnat win parallel one
of Jules Verne's or Cooper's books in
harrowing experiences.
With a party of six he left Bisbee,
Ariz., with the avowed Intention
of
",?l!.f.ihf.
.lch
are located west of Hermossllo, Mex
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NOTORIOUSLY
MANNERS
AMERICAN

BAD
OF

CHILDREN

(By Ella Wheeler

Wilcox.)

ooooooooooooo
American
children
who travel
abroad with their parents are objects
of much unfavorable criticism.
This simple statement will arouse
-
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SOME QUEER FREAKS WHICH
A
V

Dental Surgeon.

SUPERSTITION OFTEN ASSUMES

later.

(T. P. O'Connor In Chicago Tribune.)

A

'The root of all superstition," says, turn Journey. Vm Mausentierg charcon, "is that to the nature of the flngly dared the archduko to drive
motor. Til' archduke shook his
mlnrl .f limn It la ninuiniinl for hol'"
..... ...o
uvmi.
i rail I
,.t!v
arrirmallt-.
off,f
"
prophecies and their terrible fulflll- than the negailve, or positive, so that ment out of mv head," ho answered,
a few times hitting or presence conn - ("Hut we're out' of the traffic heie,"
t
g.
umiiiirs miiiiin or miseuce. urged on
ion can
Kor example, some months siuce, a safely change i, lares wit h the chauffer
woman friend of mine, In a co untry j for a few miles.'
town, had a city palmist down for thej The archduke was at last
t
of her guests, two oed, but hardly had he taken charge of
e
whom the chiromancer so mortally
motor when a little girl ran across
fronted by proclaiming publicly that the road, and in swerving nervously
they would never find husbands that to avoid .running over her, the arch-theat once quitted Indignantly the duke knocked down a man who was
room and the house.
Vet, though i ushlng to her assistance. This man,
neither was engaged, nor had the Kuler, like liatiw, died of his Injuries.
slightest prospect of being engaged, at and, like him, he was the only ton of
the time, both were married within
who was a widow
few months.
Horace Walpnle, who made Btich
Not much point In that story? No, Just fun of the Cock lane ghost, has
and therefore I tell it, because it il- immortalized the apparition which
lustrates the kind of story which no woke up the Bishop of Chichester at
one tells. If the palmist had predicted 4 o'clock in the morning of a July
that these two women, who for many day in the hot summer of 1794. The
reasons seemed unlikely to be mated, bishop, like Mrs. Chesnut's sister,
WOUbl
hnimnhnM
be mnrrie.fi In A few montha rousml hla
lmmu
every one would have told the story.
diately upon the disappearance of the
Here, on the other hand, is the kind apparition. "IMd you see her?" asked
of story which every one tells. Iast the bishop, when the servants had
August, the Archduke Joseph August rushed In at la.-- t in answer to his
consulted the famous fortune teller of thrice repeated summons. "Who, my
Budapest, Adela, who predicted that loid?" "Who? Why the woman in
he would within a year rob a wife of white who has been here."
"A
her husband and two widows of their woman!" "Yes, yes! She has Just
only sons a prediction which greatly passed out. You miiht have seen her.
amused the archduke and his friends. A woman all in white. She came in
They had hardly ceased laughing at and sat down by my bed. When I
the preposterous prediction, when in asked who she was, she only sighed,
the following month the Archduke took out some papers and began to
Joseph August knocked down with his read. I asked her again and again
motor in the streets of the Hungarian who she was, and whtft was her busicapital a laundryman named Pletsch, ness, but she merely sighed profoundwho died under 'an operation for his ly, and then I rang for you. I had to
injuries. Having thus robbed a wife ring again and again before I roused
of her busband, there remained for the you all, and meanwhile she had vanarchduke to rob two widows of their ished."
only sons. The first of the two, a man
His servants all thought, and his
named Bauer, was knocked down and family all said, that the bishop must
killed by the archduke's canlage In have dreamed the apparition, but his
the following February, while last lordship himself wa so convinced of
month, the second, a man named Its reality that, he reverently related
buler, was dispatched by a motor his ghostly extie.ience to his friends.
driven by the archduke through the who also were incredulous until the
suburbs of Budapest.
doctor of a neighboring madhouse ex- In the last case the archduke's dread plained that a female patient bad
f
the catastrophe may have helped caped from under his care, and, find-tbring It, about. Ho had given up lug the gate of the bishop's palace
motoring, and even driving, through open, had walked straight up to his
fear of the fulfillment of Adela's last chamber. The woman was Identified
prediction: but he was persuaded by beyond a doubt by her white and
his friend. Von Klausenbe.g, to ac-- ! scanty attire and hyNier habit of
him In a motor ride through hng continually, with profound sighs,
the suburbs of Budapest. On the re- - over some papers.
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

LAWYERS.

Brrnsrd

8. Rodey.

Albuquprqu.
Prompt attention sivan to all
proresmon.
tne
pcrtntnlnn
to
nuointM
Will practice In ni) courts of the territory and before the United BtRtes lan-ATTORN

N.

Capital and Surplus

M.

$100,000

nflioo

tra M. Bond.
ATTOK.MlIT-AT-LASJ F ntreet, N.
Pe atons. lands,
W., Washington,
patents, copyrttrhta, carlnta, letter pat
ents, trade marks, claims
R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
ATTORN
X. M. Office, Firs national Bank build- -

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

l.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

E. W. Dobson.
Offlce
ATTORN
Crom
well block, Albii jerque. N. M.
John H. Stingie.
ATTORNEY-AT-LASuite IS, N. T.
Armljo building. Albuquerque. N. M

AND UNSURPA8SED

THE

Walling-ford-

COMMERCE

OF

00..T0R,tEVSV

,

Harnett building,
Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

rooms
Albuquerque, N.

OF

BANK

EXTENDS TO

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O.

n

t

i.

ALBUQUERQUE.

N,

M.

COMODAT.ON

PROJ

AND

CAPITAL, $150,000.00

46-4-

M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON Iewi
UNA rD...IJ
i VIIUCIll,
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
5
WM MCINTOSH
GEORGE ARIot
SOLOMON LUNA
C' BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
CROMWELL
o. E.

D. F. MACROLLING,

engineering, surveying and
211 Railroad avenue.
CONTRACTOR A BUILDER.

Civil

drafting.

DEPOSITORY

Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished; Job work sollcted. Automatic
'phone 724; shop 911 North Second street,

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A 8ANTA
FE RAILWAY

A. L.

FIRST NATIONAL

Albuquerque, N. M.

PHYSICIANS.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
All
successfully
diseases
treated.
Offlice
Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays by appointment.
VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
Veterinary surgeon and dentist.
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up to date, apptoved, scientific methods.
at Trimble's
stables. Old 'phone,. 3: auto., 122.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

Officers and Directors
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE

SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. 8. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad avenue.
EVENING

f KK6lds
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v
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U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

0ce

ing.
DAY AND

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

C. H. Cenner, M. D., D. O.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

1500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway

Company

8

o

The State National Bank

0

OF ALBUQUERQUE

ASSAYERS.
CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

WILLING HELPERS
What's the use of a helper If V
r he Isn't willing?
Willingness is an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the sins of serv- - V
ice. But a classified advertise- in The Evening Citizen is a
f ment
willing helper that 1b not only "
absoultely competent, but also is
a willing worker. It works all
the time for you. It is the best V
and most economical publicity in
f the world.
f
it 9
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department or the Interior, Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25,

i

itiiu

i

1905.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his clni, and that said
proof will
be made before ths
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N.
M., on November 4, 1905., viz.:
Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
range 6 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jacobo Valencia, of Chilill, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Chilill, N. to.; Alejandro Ronqulllo, of Chilill, N. M.; Adam
Lopez, of Clilill, N. M.
MANUEL 1L OTERO,
Register.
Don-acian- o

PAY

THE

HIGHEST

CASH
PRICE
FOR
YOUR
RAILROAD
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOCIATION
TICKET OFFICE,
114
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
I

A Pleasure to All.
Pill is as pleasant and positive as
Hewitt's Little Karly Risers. These
Famous Little Pills are so mild and
effective that children, delicate ladies
and weak people enjoy their cleansing
effect, while strong people say they
are the best liver pills sold. Hold by
all druggists.
N'o

GO TO

THE ALBUQUERQUE

PLAN-

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

.

O. N. MARRON. President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

rd

'Hot

x x x x

x- -x

A.

IV.

x- -x

D. A. McPHERSON. Vice President
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
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412 W. Railroad Ae".

"OLD RELIABLE'

L. B. P UTN E

PhnoTr 0
1878

Y

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive
In

the Southwest

Stock of Staple Groceries

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE. N. M.

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company
AUTOMATIC

PHONE

711.

JOOOOOCCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

-
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WE

HAVE HIT THE

MARK

With our new rates
on residence
lighting.

--Ml'

See the Light Man
FOURTH

AND

GOLD

AVE.

ocococococooocoococooooc

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Dr. King's

SANTA

FE, N.

M.

flaw Discovery
0NSUMPTI0N

OlGHSand
OLDS

Pries

50c 1 $1.00
Free Trial.

ttuj-ra- t
and Uuickeut Cure for all
THROAT and LUNQ TROUB-LX- S,
or WON El BACK.

0

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us in glv-ln- g
you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favorably
with responsible competition.

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

CnTo

ESTABLISHED

KILL THE COUCH
AND

0

ooooooo,,,):
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

HAY DEN

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black

0

0

I. H. COX, Manager.

Fittings Brass Fittings and
Steam and
Water Heat ng and Gas Fitting. A full line Valves.
of bath room
and supplies.
Storer Gasoline Engines.

X

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.

--

"P.6- - Iron Pipe

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
412

0

0

Plumbing & Heating Co.

The-Standa-

When you want any mill work done.
We don't keep you waiting. We get
out your work promptly. Our motto:
"N'o work, no pay we all work."

x x

.$100,000.00
.$250,000.00

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the estaMlshment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we
should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities

ING MILL

I

ft

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Monte uma Trust Co.

boTS

Railroad avenue Ottioe hour
a. m. to 12 SO p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to I
p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made
oy man
iditf

J

jV''il, L
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or
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st

.

tomuna j, Alger,

No.
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Out of the city until October

se-an- d
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DENTISTS.

The Minnesota
reserve had the law provided for the protecForest
through a company or crowd and mon- ican coast.
tion from cutting of 25 to 30 per cent,
only
as
alone
reserve
the
stands
forest
years
About
ago
ten
an
adventuropolize the most desirable places In ous
but 5 per cent was all that could be
newspaper
by
ever
congress,
man
by
act
name
not
created
the
of
of
rehlcles?
obtained at the time The Morris bill
Robinson,
left
Phoenix
comtwo
with
by presidential proclamation.
Execu- was passed.
It is eo seldom one finds an American lad of any class woo steps aside panions to make an exploration of tive authority is limited to those pubThe law of 1889 provides for the
the
many
Tiburon
islands.
For
months lic lands which have not been other- sale
to let a woman precede him in public the party was
of the land and the pine at the
not
heard
from,
when
places that he attracts immediate at- finally
wise appropriated.
The Minnesota same time. The law of 1902 separone
of
Robinson's
companions
tention when he is encountered.
The pine was to be
on the Mexican coast and re- reserve is part of the land formerly ated the two.
The average boy thrusts his elbows arrived
set aside for the Chippewa Indians, sHild, but the denuded land was to be
ported
Robinson had been killed and
that
against the rihs of the man or woman by,
was
not
hence
public
land,
subject
agricultural
classed as
and to be openthe natives during an attack on to presidential action. Congress
beside him and dives forward into
alone ed to homestead sale and settlement,
party.
The
was
the
fact
reported
to
car or omnibus nt the risk of tripping the Mexican government
of this land. It passed except the portion destined for a for
and it as- ahadlaw,control
the unwary or toppling over the weak sisted in recovering
in lyui', known as the "Monis est reserve. Great care was taken to
body.
the
and then if this occurs no word of
bill," regulating the sale of the pine , prescrtle such methods of sale as
apology is ever heard from the lips
timber on the 3,OU0,0iiO acres ceded would penult the realization of the
MONEY VALUE IN
of Master Stars and Stripes.
to the government by the Indians, and highest price for the timber, the
Nor have I yet to hear an Ameriaside 225.0UU acres of it as a ceeds from the sale of which were to
can parent reprove a child for a perEUROPE AND HERE rorest reserve.
go to the Indians. Briefly put, there
formance of this kind. But when
in addition, certain specified tracts, fo.e, the intent of the law was to
othres have administered reproof be
all the islands in Cuss and I.eech cure for the Indians the full market
A
of the editor asks this queshas met with "fond parent's" defense: tion: friend
"Why do Americans, as a rule, lakes, were reserved as Indian lands, price for the timber sold, to provide
"He la only a loy. He didn't mean go after
together
6.4U0 axres more, to be (against the destruction of a forest part
the dollar harder than the designatedwith
H. of course. One can1! expect child- Europeans?"
by the' Bureau of Forestry, or which might advantageously
be
ren to be as thoughtful as their eldand resolved absolutely from both; ' made permanent by leaving a small
That is easy.
ers," and so on.
Of the 225,oM) percentage of the merchantable trees,
Plainly, because dollars will buy sale and settlment.
But one can expect their elders to
in this country than in Europe. acres 2u0,000 must be selected from and to open to agricultural use the
teach them the rudiments of behav- more
Dollars will buy some things there, land classed as "pine land," and the land suitable for this purpose.
ior.
The pine timber ou the 105,000
but here they will buy everything that remaining 25,000 acres from land clas
Have you told your children that the is
sified as "agricultural land." The. se- acres alieady
by the bureau
toothpick should no more be employ- no worth buying. Ity Europe it makes lection of all this was also assigned has been sold, selected
subject to the 5 per
how much money a man
ed in public than the toothbrush, or has,difference
nor how decent his character, to the same bureau. The 6.4UO acres cent reservation clause. It brought a
do you allow your representatives to
he nor his family can amount chosen lie along the east and soutn better price than did similar timber
parade through public halls and sit on neither
anything in particular.
He must shores of Cass lake, and all around outside the reserve, sold without such
verandas and in drawing rooms, or to
an arm of this lake, extending southThe bureau has markeu
even at table, and wield this disgust- be motn to the manor. Else the door ward, called Pike Bay, and four or restrictions.
on SiUitiO acres the 5. per cent of trees
of opportunity Is closed. In this couning weapon?
try, if he is the right sort of a man. five small lakes immediately south which are to be left standjrug, and the
If you have neglected this very Imcan buy freedom from fear and of it. Nature has made the locality work of maiking the remainder is rapportant Item in their education, let he
recognition, independence. He exceedingly attractive, and reserving idly going forward. It is estimated
me beg of you to Instruct them from worry,
aspire to and become all that any it from the axe and settlement will that it will require three or four years
this hour forward to attend to their can
American can aspire to become. keep fiom destruction the wilderness to remove the timber from the lands
toilet matters in private and without other
in forests of already selected, and that It will be
And that is why our critics across beauty of these lakes,
complsory witnesses.
seven or eight years before the timber
fail to understand
us. virgin pine.
If your children say that well dress- the waters
Of the 223,000 acres, the bureau has of the whole 200,000 acres is removed.
ago they called us a nation of
ed men and women commit thrs same Jears
already selected 105,0U0, lying in a
In the meantime the bureau has per"
"V fairly compact
offense against decency and good taste
body northeast, east, formed its duty under the law care'
h' i.T.l
assure them that they are unf..t tu- ,
and southeast of Cass lake. The se- fully, and as expeditiously as possible.
t
want monP'
..
nate in havinc no well bred narent
win i,uy. We do not Iwiarri lection of the remaining 120.0uo acres It located the reserve on the
teach them .7.,.,, manners and TUTl It."lnKWe it are
awaits the completion of the Indian
of the Mississippi, where it
royal spenders.
they are not to be emulated, but
Of course, there a.e some among us allotments to be made in that region, will most effectively serve its funcpitied
...
t
l...t;
the delineation by the War De- tion. The location of this 6,400 acres
"'m """ wl" i""V any- - and
Have vou sooken to vour daughters V "
partment of the exact tlowage lines comprising the ten sections reserved
h8'",ln'K'
regarding their high pitched foices. e" ? 7h3TerMIT,
h,y 1"ttrn ar-th- for the areas that will be submerged from sale or settlement Is also
or do you hear tluMu ihreik through1;,"
when the water reaches
the legal
to be tho most advantageous
house, hotel and street like the!
,
height behind Its two dams, already imssilde.
The agents of the bureau
steamboat whistle or the trolley gong, Lunworthy motive 'V". a"01,,hI"1r fn const ructed.
have more than half finished marking
with ,,r,
- ,.f ,,r.,.t
The law iciuiros that on the 2m,- - the 5 per cent of t lees to be left on
Klre 1)11)111. V llnif
mm. ...i,.,,. .
And do . youI smilingly .. say, "Mollie
the well being of those that we are iino ai res of pine laud iTi per cent of the first selection, and in this work
.
t n .... r
t
cm fiiu always
io bo run til iue,
f,,Hj of. It is n it a sordid desire. the pine should be. immediately cut. will e.isily keep ahead of Ihe lumberiueu sue id aruuuu.
this one of wanting money to educate leiving 5 per cent for reforestation. ng' under tiie sales that Wave been
lo you train your boys and girls our children
Far Welti. r results would have followed made.
and give
when at table to wait until tho process In life better than ourthem a chance
of mastication Is finished before in- that is why Frit, ami chance. And
Patrick and
dulging In active conversation?
Nel.s and Antonio and Moses, when
THERE'S A DIFFERENCE.
CARD SYSTEM ADOPTED
Are your children allowed to stand they come to us over
sea, Join with
FOR PUEBLO STATISTICS.
The theoiy of the thief is beautiupon the seats of public conveyances us in the
fully demonstrated by the following,
dollar chase.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
with dusty und muddy feet?
It Is only when we begin to long for which is now going the rounds of the of th' I" nii.it States Indian Training
IXi they interrupt the conversation
papers:
dollars we
School in Santa Fe, Was Introduced
of older people, with no ajxilogy, and money mad.cannot use that we become
Stealing a million genius.
the ca d sslcm in keeping the staenter rooms with the whoop of wild
The American wants dollars for
Stealing $."uo,
sagacity.
tistics of ihe Pueblos of northern
Indians on the warpath?
Stealing 1 7 j.i
what they will buy, and he buys what
irregularit y.
New Mexico over which We has su
Oh, yes, I know children are full he wants.
Stealing $5o,0i0 misfortune.
pervision. Each card is devoted to
of vitality and irrepressible life, but
Stealing $ lo.ouij misappropriation.
tlie bead of a family, and gives his
1 have seen
splendid specimens of SCHOOL FUNDS AND
Stealing $.1,1 hid speculation.
biography, the number of acres he
childhood who exudede health and vi
CENSUS OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Stealing $2.5ou embezzlement.
cultivates, tho number of cattle, sneep
tality as a sponge exudes water, yet
The a niKirt lonment bv Marcellno
Stealing $l.5ou sw idling.
and Worses i;t owns, the names of his
wno bad been taught good manners fiarcia, county superintendent of pub-anStealing $lo. larceny.
wife and children, and other statis,. schools, of the school
consideration of others by patents
funds of
Stealing $10 theft.
tics as tue demanded by the Indian
and who did not commit the$e ot- - Santa Fe county has Just been Issued,
Stealing dress goods kleptomania. bureau. Kvery three months the day
lenses.
The school populiiii.'in of tho county Is
Stealing a hum uar on society.
school teaclier at each
pueblo is
I here is no amount of education 4.!trn, which would
indicate a total
asked to i. vise the cards. Thus the
yuu can nesiuw upon your boys ami imputation of 17,.r)u0. Within the city
COLORED CONVICT BE ACH EM
Statistics lor oafli vIIIal'A n.ra nti-nvgirls which will make them cultured limits is a
!
jMiu!atlon of l.Hlifl
at Wand in a convenient and aecuiate
DIES
AT
PENITENTIARY.
or well bred members of society unless indicating aschool
total population of 7,000,
form.
you build this ground work of,
while in precincts 3 and 4, outside of
John Beachein, r:. lured, sentenced
manners and habits in their early the Santa Fe city limits, there is a to the 'penitentiary
from
Socorro GATHERING STATISTICS
youth.
school iMjpulutlon of 4 S, indicating county by Associate Justice Frank V.
FOR A NEW HISTORY.
a population of l,.rui), making a to- Parker at tip' May. 1H0J. session of
(;,.orgo
Anderson, tWa capable
PLAYING AUTHORS.
tal imputation of Santa Fe of 8.500. the district court for that county, f.ir
"Let s play authors," suggested the The amount apportioned by Superln- three years fur assault with intent to fur a laM.'j. y
f j;ew Mexico, to be
Young person.
tendeiit (ian ia is $,073. of which the. kill, died Wednesday night at tho pen-- ' published l v the Pacific Coast Pub,
Tho Old Person agreed. The Old city schools receive almost
itentiary at the age of 3S years. He inning company, is in I.as Vegas with
Person had been very foud of the $1,042.20, and the county schools of lias been suk with cancer of tho hig assistan
Mr. Brown, securing sta- game 5 years &o, says the New York precincts 3 and 4 receive $225.72, stoinuch for some time. The body
tistical matter for his work.
Kvenlng Poat. She remembered the making a total for Santa Fe of
was Interred in the penitentiary cein"books" the had fought for and some- ctery.
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.
I
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CARDS

DENTISTS.

es-o-

or moxher, express your indignation
toward your foreign critics let me ask ico.When he reached Guaymas, Mexico,
you a few questions:
wrote his brother and said he exWhat are you doing to prevent your he
pected to return from the islands to
children
from making themselves the
coast about August 1.
nuisances in their association with Tills Mexican
is the last communication
he
their elders?
The fact that they do not annoy received from him.
The Tiburon islands are Inhabited
you Is not .sufficient; the fact that
you find them the most interesting by the Seri Indians, a tribe believed
be cannibalistic in habits. Several
and remarkable children in the world to
who have visited the islands
1
not convincing, and the fact that explorers
in the past have been attacked by the
they are exceptionally bright and In- ferocious
savages and have narrowly
telligent or astonishingly Intellectual escaped being
killed. Grindell made
eren baa nothing to do with the
a trip to the islands, and became so
interested in the country and its inIn truth. Intellectuality and
that he resolved to organare often strangers in adults habitants
ize another expedition and make a
well as in children.
it Is
Have you taught your boys that they more thorough investigation,
that he either had a hostile
re to wait for all women and all older thought
with the Seri Indians and
' People to pass though a door or Into encounter
killed by them, or was attacked '
a public conveyance? Or do you per- was
mit them to push and jostle their way by the Yaquls after reaching the Mex-
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1, 1905), than
Is growing faster In proportion to population and property valuation, (January
acmanufacturing
Industrial
and
commercial.
or territory In the Union, and the center of its

New Mexico

any other state
tivity Is Albuquerque.
population of 8,649. It now has
Five years ago when the last census was taken, Albuquerque had a
are attending the public schools
children
more
40,000.
hundred
Five
will
have
It
now
Five years from
this year than last.
present presents
Albuquerque Is a city of substantial realities and it is doubtful if any other community at
in
Eastern Addl-tlo- n
50
lots
the
residence
foot
Beautiful
such a favorable opportunity for conservative investment.
balance in
$10
down,
paying
the
by
and
$200,
on the Highlands can be bought today for from $100, $150 to
company
and sold
Surety
by
the
Investment
Installments of only $1 per week. This addition Is owned entirely
perfect
absolute
give
an
expenses;
they
also
directly by them, eliminating all commissions and such incidental
a
'for
poor
Invest
to
man
opportunity
grand
a
abstract of title with every deed. The facts are, It is simply one
givby
protect
against
loss
we
helis
his
portion of his earnings safe and profitably, and in case of his dbmise
not delinquent.
ing a clear title to the property, without further payments, providing his installments are
company. 110 South Second street, for a printed
Write to or call at the office of the Surety Investment
Solomon Luna, vice president; M. W. Flour-nopresident;
H.
Greer,
W.
property.
plat. No trouble to show the
secretary; D. K. B. Sellers, manager.

Loans and Discounts,
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

15,-00-

OF YEAR

BEGINS

TO-NIG-

SUGGESTIONS

OF

.

The third of the holdings in this
year s Jewish calendar will begin to- ,
night, the 15th day of the month Tish-rlwhich is a month of holidays. Sue
coth, or the Feast of Tabernacles,
seven days of celebration, the
first two being observed with special
prayers in the synogogues.
This holiday, in contrast to the previous two, is a season of rejoicing,
while Kosh Hoshouna and Yom Kip-pu- r
were characterized by their
Succoth is characterized by
joyous celebration and prayers of
thanks and exultation, while the others were observed by solemn penitence and prayers of hope aud supplication.
The holiday gives the Jew opportunity to thank his maker for the benevolence which the Lord showed the
Jews in protecting them on their long
journey from the land of Pharaoh.
This celebrates the triumphant exo
dus from Egypt, the "house of bondage." It was in the month Nissan,
however, that the departure from
Egypt took place, yet the Jew does
not have his Succoth in Nissan; for
this month comes in the spring, when
everything in nature is 'favorable to
the life in the open. For the reason
that everybody makes his tent in the
Bpring, the Jew has chosen the present season of the year in which to
erect his "tent," or "tabernacle," so
that all may know it is a matter of religion and not of personal comfort.
This "tent" is the structure known
among the Hebrews as the "succa." It
is a one room structure with any kind
of walls, but a bpeclal sort of roof.
The roof must consist only of branches and twigs, which are placed in the
"succa" bo it will not make too dense
a mass. The branches must be freshly cut from trees along the side of a
river, and must be renewed every
year; for the law says that man shall
build his "succa" yearly, with his own
handB. It is the duty of every Jew to
eat and drink In the "succa." during
the seven days of Succoth, some even
Sleeping therein.
The "succa" is symbolic of the "pillars of cloud and fire, spoken of in
Etxodus xiii, 21 and 22. As the He
brews toiled along on their journey
from Egypt, they were surrounded by
a cloud during the day, and a "pillar
of fir' at night, thus being led by the
Lord day and night. The cloud by
day not only served as a guide, but
also as a protection from the burning
rays of the sun.
This holiday also marks the end of
the season of fruits. In their prayers,
the Jews thank the Creator for the

fruits with which he has blessed them
in the productive season just past. It
is for this reason, also, that fresh
green branches are used for the "succa," and because of this these "suc-cas- "
are decorated in the interior
with fruits of various kinds that are
banging from the
left
generally
schaeh," or, roof of branches. One of
the prayers of this period is given
with an "esrig" and ".ulov" held In
the hand. The "esrig" Is a fruit that
has Uie appearance of a lemon and
grows in Palestine and Greece. The
"lulov" is a branch from the palm
tree. The "esrig" represents the purest, prettiest and one of the most
of fruits.
Evry morning the Jew says a prayer with the "esrig" and "lulov," which
is- surrounded
by several bitter, green
twigs and some common twigs, in the
hand. This prayer is said only during
the seven days of Succoth. The "es
rig" and "lulov" are held together in
the hand to symbolize the unity that
ought to pervade human beings. The
"esrig," with its fragrance, beauty and
swpet aroma, the bitter green twigs,
and the common twigs all-- In their
turn represent the different classes
of people. They represent, respective
ly, the intelligent, ana nnerai auu
good; the middle class or tne popu
lace, those good but not so well
and the common people or lower classes. That these symbols are
held together In the hand signifies the
wish of union of all classes.
The eighth day of the week of Sue
coth is called "Sh'minl Azareth," and
is an additional day of celebration in
which Azareth will come on fcaturday,
October 21. On Sunday, October 22,
will come the holiday "Simchas Thor
ah," on which day the Jews rejoice at
having completed the reading of the
Every Sabbath and ho.iday a
law.
chapter is read from the scrolls of
parchment, but not until "Simchas
Thorah" is the reading of the "Thorah." or the law, completed, and on
this day the first chapter is also begun. The Jew celebrates because he
has lived to see the law read through,
from Genesis to the end.
The reformed Jew, of which Temple
Albert is the Albuquerque representative. observe these holidays, as well
as the orthodox but only one ot the
ynagogal
Succoth Is observed by
prayer. They also dispense with many
of the rites in which the symbols are
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tit

Ts tasare proper cUsstftcslloa
for this clsma matt be la the office before J o'clock
p. n. Kit shoaed receive the Mine careful attcntkta that is (Ives to ads kroa(kt to olflco.

house on
FOR SALE Two-rooWE ARE BRAIN BROKERS
HlgTi street Jn Highlands; lots of
W. ftr nnd.r contract with m.tiT emplorc-r- to ino- H.
trees, etc: lot. 62x142: VJQO.
nipn f"r hiirh Bcle ioiitllni.. tmt we h.ve nut
To make boiled potatoes white let .ilv
enough rUht men to till the opportunity, now on our
Iitinbar & Co.
II yon are enpanio 01 munxan r.nicuiire, icm- them lie (pared) In cold water for nl, Tprhmcal
or HHlcman position paving Iroln f l.uno FOR SALE Good restaurant, comtwo or three hours previous to cook ,o fViKio a var write fr plan an-- booklet telling ouw
plete or partly furnished. Cheap, If
we can market jour ability. OOlcctlu Uclllea.
ave-- !
ing.

The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous

ii

it.

sold at once. 120 West Silver
HAPOOODS Inc.), Drain Broken
nue.
It Is wise to purchase towels rather
Lou
Building;,
It
St.
917 Chemical
large. Laundries charge no more for
LOST.
washing large articles than small ones
WANTED
A sterling silver,
LOST
Brewery & Ice Co.
and large towels do not wear out so
N. Y. Athletic club medal, lat night
WANTED Clean rags. Inquire at
rapidly,
A
HOME
office
to
INDUSTRY.
this
at the Casino. Return
The Citizen office.
A strong solution of vinegar and
and receive reward.
Auto. Phone, No. 92.
water Is efficacious In restoring the WANTED
rhree painters, highest LOST
Colo. Phone, Black, No. 83.
Sec-onBetween the library and
wages. C. A. Hudson.
color of black lace that has grown
crescent-shapegold
a
street,
rusty. Rinse in coffee, then lion while WA"S"TED Position as clerk or hookpin, with enameled clover set with
damp with a piece of flannel placed
keeper. Address, A. M., this office.
pearl. Finder please return to this
over it
WANTED
Girl to assist with cook
office.
Among the multifarious uses of old
ing and housework. 315 South Third
LUST A warranty deed from T. S. ty
newspapers Is that of placing them as
street.
II " 1 11 II
uuhj.
" 11(7 l U. ... .
pads under stair carpets. And even WANTED Plain
sewing; childreus'
pell. Finder will please return to
common soapsuds may be saved if you
519 West
spoclalty.
clothing
No.
a
Second
South
Fleischer,
A.
2124
have a garden, as it makes an ex
Hailroad avenue.
street.
cellent fertilizer.
general
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
When soot falls on a carpet or rug WANTED A woman for Mrs.
FOUND,
Dr.
Apply to
housework.
once,
never attempt to sweep It
passenger
purse.
Fast
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parta
FOUND
Lady's
chatelaine
Pearce, 717 West Hailroad avenue.
for the result Is sure to be a disfiguring
ot the World.
by calling at
may
recover
Owner
Urlug
iheir hair
stain. Cover it thickly with well dried WANTED Ladies to
Connections at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso It Southwestern,
this office and paying for notice.
work to Mrs. H. E. Kutherford. An
kitchen salt, and then sweep It up. In
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
ave113
Iron
kinds done to order.
this way all damage to the carpet is
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. AtBanta
Co
nue
prevented
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Ueutleuibn s second-hanIf you are fond of home carpenter WAN f ED
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
on- Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Hones,
ing you can make all sorts of things
clothing. No. 615 South First street, Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Send your frelgtit via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railat trifling expense. Mirrors, for in
way, via Torrance, N. M.
south of viaduct. Send address and SAIJkRIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
tU tlLlimU'i&Ml 11211 111
Btance, come much cheaper
If the
will call. R. J. Sweesy, proprietor.
Your business respectfully solicited.
as low as $10.00 and aa high T)
plate glass 1s purchased by the square WANTED Position in store, grocery CEIPTS,
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made x
W. H. ANDREWS,
S. B. GRIMSHAWi
foot and set into a framework faBh
preferred, as clerk or general su- and strictly private.
One 7
Time:
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
loned by the homeearpenter
perintendent; am good accountant; month to one year given. Ooode
0
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
To clean enameled pans, fill each
references excellent. Address "Waw-beek,- " mam in your possession, our raiea
pan with water, add a tablespoonful
J. P. LTNO.
A. U GRJMSHAW,
Albuquerque Evening Citizen. are reasonable. Call and see na beCity Frt. and Pass. Agt.
of powdered borax and boll gently, WANTED
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt. 0
By Chicago wholesale fore borrowing.
Then scour with soap rubbed on
GENERAL OFFICES
LOAN CO,
SANTA FE, N. M.
HOUSEHOLD
assistant
THE
house,
order
and
mall
coaise oloth, rinse well and dry. Damp
manager (man or woman) for this Steamship tickets to and from all
saiit rubbed on the stains will also re
Sal-arparts
of the world.
county and adjoining territory.
move them.
Room S and 4, Grant Bldg.
120 and expenses paid woekly;
Labor and eoap may both be saved
315 West Railroad Ave.
Work
expense money advanced.
In the laundry by the use
of soft
permanent.
No
PRIVATE OFFICES.
position
pleasant:
water, and even the hardest of water
'
Open Evening.
Investment or experience required.
may be easily softened without the
Write at once for full particulars
addition of chemicals. Three or four
Wards
of Pneumonia.
(.error Haadm ,
envelope,
and enclose
days beore it is to be used, drrw suf
pulmonary com& Co., 132 Lake All coughs, colds and
Cooper
J.
Thomas
plaints that are curable are quickly
ficlent water for the washing and ex
street, Chicago, 111.
pose it in tuba, etc., to the action of
cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
Chicago
By
manufactur
sun and air. The trouble is only that WANTED
Program,
Clears the phlegm, draws out Inflam
person
of
trustworthiness
lng
house,
of a little forethought and is well re
mation, and heals and soothes tne
local
with
familiar
somewhat
and
paid
parts, strengthens the lungs,
territory as assistant In branch of- wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
Save washing and dusting by using
.
weekly.
Perpaid
.
$18
Salary
.
fhpe.
Blink Book
They
old newspapers for cleaning.
pleasant to take. Sold by all
manent position. No Investment reare excellent for window polishers
quired.
Previous experience not
first rate for scouring tinware, and are
Address,
essential to engaging.
as good as a brush for polishing the
MERCHANT TAILORING
Manager Branches, Como Block,
stove. The prudent woman will at
Chicago.
used.
ways keep a good pad of newspapers
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
hc
Room
The Albuquerque Hebrews will eel at hand, and use It for wiping u
FOR RENT
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
o vmrythlngm
ebrate these holidays with prayer and grease or water spilt on the gas or
BINI,
315
PROPRIETOR.
printer know
rejoicing, as well as the Jews of the coal cooking stove, for it will enabl FOR RENT Rooms with board.
South Third street.
ov to do .
world.
My merchant ignoring shop Is upher to keep the stove clean with half FOR RENT
Two furnished room
209 West Railroad aveNo.
over
stairs
the usual trouble.
(
for light housekeeping. Inquire at nue, where 1 solicit the patronage of
Never put summer clothes away in
300 North Broadway.
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasa soiled condition.
They may be
as I have had fifteen years' exneeded in a hurry when the first warm FOR RENTSix mom, modern house1
close in, to bo let from November
perience In the business. Suits made
days of spring occur, and then there
Apply to F. F. Trotter.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
is much discomfort. Linen and muslin
Nice uoin, everyt lung repaired. The specific I use will not
.T.
CHARGED
should bo packed away unstarched, FOR RENT
415
North Sec Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
new and pleasant,
however, to prevent their becoming
AND
LUMBER
also cleaned and walking skirts made
ond street.
yellow.
SHERMAN-WILLIAMLumps of fresh charcoal tied Inside FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms to order. Give me a trial.
PAINT
BUILDING PAPER
Always
O.
BAMBINI.
.
gentlcmm preferred. No. S19 West
fishnets ami hung wherever there is
Covers more, looks best, wears
Lime, Cement,
8toct
a convenient place, is a marvelous
longest, most economical, full
Hailroad avenue.
Faith Not Necessary.
power to remove all bad odors In the pulTREN'T Two elegant rooms, suit- measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
pes
skeptical
may
and
You
as
be
Just
cellar. As lis power is stnctly pro
aide for man and wife. 415 North simlstlc as you please. Kodol will
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
portioned to its freshness, which heatBoard If preferred. digest what you eat whether you eat
Second street.
ing restores, the charcoal bags must
rooms
for
a
your
put
in
Furnished
food
RENT
or
FOR
You
can
not.
be taken down each week and empt
housekeeping. Large and airy. Cor- bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
ied, the charcoal heated hot and re
ner of Sixth street and Railroad Cure on It and it will digest It the
turned to the bags, which in turn are
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
avenue.
same as it will In your stomach. It
replaced.
Dy-- j
roomy
Indigestion
cheap
help
and
cure
for
can't
Two
but
q
RENT
FOR
A small square of asbestos kept on
R. R. HALL, Proprietor
It Is curing hundreds andY
Mrs. H. E. spepsia.
light housekeeping.
the Ironing board will save the ironing
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; 8haftlngs,
Borne
and
some
faith
had
Broadway
and
thousands
corner
of
Rutherford,
sheet.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
didn't. Kodol will cure you If medilront avenue.
A little lard or butter always
Buildings.
you
you,
have
whether
can
cure
cine
cakes made of Indian meal. FOR RENT Sunny, beuutifu.iy furnRapalra om Mining ond Mill Machinery a Specialty
by
not.
Sold
all
or
In
faith
it
prias it makes them light and tender.
ished front room, with alcove;
Foundry
east side of railroad tract
Albuquerque, N. M.
lady.
A delicious crust
vate home; very pleasant for
Is formed on
P.I 5 West Lead avcioje.
sponge cake If the top is dusted over
For All Kinds of Piles.
Ap:ii Muents in Paik To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a
with powdered sugar Just before the FOR RKNT
V V
,
caUe is put into the oven.
View terrace, tiht rooms each; cut without leaving a scar, or to cure
'
H. bulls, sores, tetter, eczema and all
Carpets may lie refreshed and
' 1
modem equipment throughout.
V
brightened by going over tfTem once
Grant block.
CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RE-- Q
H. Tilton, room
skin and scalp diseases, use DoWItt's jO
a week with a broom dipped In hot FOR
RKNT Beautifully furnished Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
water that has a little turpentine in it.
front rooms, single or en suite; pri- blind, bleeding, itching and protruding'
J
To wash rillons, fill a basin with
,
vate family; for husband and wife, plies. Stops the pain instantly and
Harness, Spring Wagons Built to Q
some warm soft water. Rub the ribcures permanently. Get the genuine. Q
or two ladies. Address W., this
bon with good white soap linse and
druggists.
by
Sold
all
Iron while wet on the right sida with
Nicely furnished flats
0
0
HORSESHOEING
a hot Iron. Then ruh the riblxin be- FOR RENT
You Want Strength?
Do
and rooms for housekeeping. Also
your
strength
you
tween the hands to make It quite soft
to
If
want
Increase
flat with piano. Apply Mrs.
0
CARRIAGE
PAINTING
)
and iron it again to remove the
E. K. Norrls, east end of viaduct. you must add to and not take from the
crease.
physical.
words,
In
fooa
the
other
A
cor. Iron ave. H"d John st.
, t ' :
Winter boots, after they have been
that you eat must be digested, assim
'
FOR RENT Two large store rooms, ilated and appropriated by the nerves,!
..,.
;
V'
summer,
found
are
often
laid
all
aside
'
.:
j.
..
7j
i
Cor. Flrat Street and TIJ.ra. Road ALBUyULHlJUt CAHMAlit M.
warehouse and twelve living rooms blood and tissues before being ex.
,
'
i,
to be dry and hard when taken out
f
purposes,
with
hotel
suitable
for
pelled from the Intestines.
Kodol Dyfor uso again. To prevent this rub
larwe yard In rear and all neces spepsia Cure adds to the physical. It
them over well (after dust and dl:t
tarv outhouses. Everything new and gives strength to and builds up
have been removed) wilh olive oil.
modern. Mrs. lirault, corner of btrensth In the human system. It Is
Then they will be found quite pliable'
Kroadway and
aven.
pleasant to the taste and palatable,
0
and fit for use when wan'ed again.
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor
anil the only food combination of
FOR 6ALE
Painted or varnished floors may be,
kept in good condition by wiping with FOlfSALE floe I horse-an- d"
that will digest the food and
"saddle
0
a damp cloth and then rubtiing with
enable the system to appropriate all of
1MH South Broadway.
Inquire
at
,
qualia dry wooien ciotii. i ins, oi coui-fceIts health and strength-givincheap.
range,
PT)R
Fourhole
SALE
is for floors that do not get badly
ties. Sold by all druggists.
.
No. ana North Fourth street.
o
soiled.
Kitchen or pantry floors may
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
DR. OLIVE t 11. HART.
e,
Lous
bTick
ITroom
See the window display of the Rio
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
be washed with skim milk; if very For SALENS
IKis tin' young physician of Rog ts Park, a Chicago subusb, who is
Globe
Mills
Woolen
the
at
lager served. Finest and best tlmported and Domestic Cigars.
corner of Marquette avenue and Grande
accused of (he murder of Irene Klakoow, ten years old, a servant girl. Ho dirty, with soap and water. A scrubwalk$3.50
IL
for
store,
0
then ask
those
mtcn morphine tablets. Hart bing bru.--h should nevt r be ued on a Fifth reet:Co.mudern; 13.200. E.
claims accident, saying she had aeci
ing skirts.
Dunbar k.
painted or varnished floor.
a St. Louis miMi'Ki'jire.
rs the son
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When President McCurdy of the Mutual was mailt?
to state his ldeaa of the function of a groat life insurance
company the result was amusing Indeed, until indignation
crowded out the smiles. Mr. McCurdy said to the Investigating committee:
'"There has been a great mistake made about the real
province of life Insurance companies in these later years.
Voopie have been led to believe that the main purpose
was to niako money tor Its policyholders. In my view
that is not the purpose of such companies. They are
eleemosynary.
When a man insurts In a company he
should take Into consideration the fact that he has entered a great philanthropic concern that Is In duty bound
to spread Itself, even though this growth prevents him
from realizing as much as he expected."
Commenting on this, the Denver News says: It Is
truly unkind to force men of privileged position in the
realms of high finance to express their ideas for public
perusal without those ideas being first edited by trusted
secretaries, more familiar with the popular ways of
thinking.
This old man, with his years of untroubled control
f a great Insurance company on a $150,000 salary, has
been so secluded from the selfish old world and its sordid standards that he cannot realize that the puMic, especially the. policyholding public, cannot see the beauty
of his conception of a life Insurance company as a charitable organization.
In his she.tered life it has seemed the most natural
thing in the world that this society should exist to give
1100.000 salaries to his sona and equally beautiful charities to his sons in law and support whole companies of officials and employes all In the family as an outlet for
the stream of gold that poured its charitable wealth into
the coffers.
must It seem
How narrow, worldly and
to this kindly family man that the policyholders should
wish personal dividends instead of looking gladly on at
the happiness the premiums were securing:
Then, how lacking in public spirit are these policyholders not to rejoice In the good done by the widespread
distribution of funds made through political channels!
Think of the many made happy by the drippings from
the one charity in its multiform divisions of the legislators, the lobbyists, the campaign orators, the ward heelers and others too numerous to mention, to say nothing
of their families who make merry, all because they nre
the beneficiaries of the benevolent dollars paid in by the
policyholders all over the world.
Truly, the delicate moral sense and unselfish altruism cultivated by the secluded life of a frmzied finance
president is beautiful' to contemplate!
g

USE. PLAIN SPEECH

A high authority has said that education In Us last
analysis consists of proper definitions, while yet another
has defined definition itself as reference to the embracing genus with enumeration of necessary differentia.
However one may take either statement, none but the
guilty will deny that a pressing need of our day and
country is a return to the proper use of words, In order
that things may be called by their right names and thus
be regarded in their true light.
It is customary to speak of "higher finance," using
the expression as a term to conceal the real character
of the most tremendous schemes of fraud and embezzle
ment ever known In the history of the world. So, we
apeak of "graft" in office as though It were something
different from the crimes defined by statute, and for the
punishment of which penitentiaries have been establish
ed.
terms would
'., A return to the plain old Anglo-Saxouiku Bimpiuy mailers ana improve ine worm muiogpuere.
For instance:
When a man makes his millions by fraud or law evasion or bribery we hesitate to call him a common thief.
But that Is his proper name. When an insurance president takes the money of the policy holders and gives it
to the treasurer of a campaign fund we are slow to write
him down as embezzler. What else is he? When a trust
fund is committed to the keeping of a man who uses it
not for the good of the trust but for the good of himself
and relatives do we say he is guilty of obtaining money
under false pretense? When a man falsely swears concerning the value of the property ho makes returns of for
taxation do we cail him a perjurer? No! A new nomenclature of "business'' terms has grown up. Men who
steal millions have simply "departed from strict regularity." Men who give away other people's money for political purposes are regarded as "care-taker- s
of the people's Interests" and even as "benefactors of the country."
Even the term "graft" robs crime of Its harshness. The
wide use of the word obscures its real significance. It
offers itself as a sort of mantle of good natured tolerance for ordinary thieving.
The only way to prevent increase of the present evli
is not only to pNinlsh the evil doers, but to speak of their
deeds by their true names to paint the devil as black as
he really Is.
n

1
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TO BLAME
PEOPLE
us, O
Into

"Lead
Public, not
temptation" should
have been the daily prayer of N. C. Dougherty, of Peoria,
Illinois.
Dougherty was so popular that he was entrusted for
five years with the entire school funds of his city. As
superintendent of schools he spent the money and as
president of a bank he 'kept" the money. Now he is in
Jail. Plainly enough ho is deserving of the severest penalty. Plainly enough his fall Is of his own volition. It is
also plain that Dougherty's ruin is the fault of the public. He is a 'ise of excessive confidence. He was trustHe was confined n too long.
ed too me
V1' iany years there was no accounting. Dougherty'
it the money as ho would. His accounts wtre not
auuued. His cash was never counted. So strong was be
is the public esteem tlia any suggestion of looking into
the schixd funds was dismissed as unnecessary. "Dougherty Is all right," said everyone. Doughertv was not all
right. But if he had been the public imposed loo much
confidence in him. No man, however upright, should be
taken entirely for granted. The only safe way to treat
any public official is to require an accounting of his
required tin
funds at stated intervals. And this should
less for the man's sake than for the sake of the public.
Jui-- t how much strain of temptation any man will bear is
unknown.
Confidence Is a beautiful thing. Modern business
could not be conducted without confidence. But confidence especially where public officials are concerned
should always be tempered with discretion and strict supervision of accounts.
--
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They got it as a wedding gift,
A kindly and considerate boon,
Designed their hearts to please and lift
At waning of the honeymoon.
Ah, generous friend! Though good your
thought,
Your act of kindness makes us moan;
You little know the woe you brought,
In giving of that gramophone.

SILLY OLD MAN

LM

THE

PLACE

HIGHER

"

that this country

wbler collar and lapels, and
are some of
lroso trousers
har.ii "s the young gentleman
want n evidence in his fall
Vo

the
the

will

suit.

$7.50 to $20.00

YTngr''$9.50tQ $20,00
The young man that Bag never
been here for clothes will do well
to com.
AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY UNDERWEAR.

M. MANDELL
The Clothier and Furnisher.

The Happy Housewife"

THE CELEBRATED

Who takea pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the tue of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and ligl-t-

O. F. C.
WHISK E Y

.

Bottled in Bond.

2. Albuquerque Circuit H, O.
never will permit the church as such to control in any
vital way, through its own ecclesiastical organs, the
B.
3. Belen and I.os lytinas
S.
higher education of the community. There Is a growing (Garcia,
4.
Bernalillo and Cerrillos Samp
recognition of the fact that, however much modern socie-tson Jacobs.
may owe to the church in the past for Its efforts on
5.
Carthacc and San Pedro Sup
behalf of higher education, and however beneficial its ac- plied by S. Bustos.
i.
Chilili, Man.ano and Eastview
tivity may be in the future In behalf of the same cause,
E. C. Chavez.
we never shall permit church authorities, priest or
7. Clyde and Val Verde Supplied
preacher, Catholic or Protestant, Jew or gentile, to dic- by .1. Pablo Salazar,
8. Estancia, Moiiarty and Willard
tate to the American people what the form or function
Supplied.
of its scheme of higher education shall be.
9. I.a Joya,
and San Juan
On the other hand, 1 believe it is equally true that
the American people will not in any time within our pos- Supplied.
10. Logan and I.eon
I.eandro Rosible prelsion consent to an abosiute monopoly of the mero.
field of higher education by the Institutions of the state,
11. Magdalena and Kelly E.
M.
such as is accorded in nearly every country of continent- Chavez.
12. Peralta. Tome and Isleta
al Europe today. In other words, we are destined to
have In my opinion, as we have now In the field of hight ;
13. San Marclal and San Antonio
er education, three distinct types of institution:
The
Supplied.
state supported, state controlled university, expressing
14. Socorro and Eacondido
Sanone side of the life and work and aspiration of the comtiago
Chaver.
munity, an absolutely indispensable and
15. Torrance, Tucumcari and Santa
element of power and Influence In the system of higher Rosa Supplied.
education; in the second place a
undenomArizona and Sonora District.
inational private Institution, devoted solely to the same
Thomas M. Harwood, presiding
worH as the state institution, occupying, however, as elder, Albuquerque, N. M.
time goes on, also a position of supplemental" and sec- . 1. Cananea Supplied.
2. Clifton' and Metcalf Supplied.
ondary importance to the system of state .universities;
3. Douglas
and Nacozarl
and, finally, a system of colleges aud universities in ImFlores".
mediate connection Vith the church as such wdth the
4. Naco and Bisbee
Supplied.
different denominations as such though we may hope
5.
Solomonville, Sanchez and Dell- there will be some diminution in the numlier of such de- clas Supplied,
K.
nominations, and, consequently, a simplification of the
Tucson and Magdalena
system of education itself. But we shall have a system
Candelarla.
7. Yuma
E. B. Garcia.
of schools supported by controlled by, to a certain exEl Paso and Chihuahua District.
tentand the outgrowth of the same underlying force Ieandro
Fernandez, presiding elder
which builds up the church; these Institutions express- El Paso, Texas.
ing another side of our national life equally necessary,
1. Doming and Cook
D. Costales.
equally fundamental, to those represented by the other
2.
Dwyer and San San Juan Sup
classes of institutions.
plied.
' If we were to close
3. Dona Ana and Mesllla Valley-Cha- vez.
all the schools supported by the
church, we should deal an almost irremediable blow to J. C.
4. El Paso and Towne
Supplied.
the system of higher education. Consequently, in the
Hatch and San Diego Supplied.
Interests of the community Itself pure aad simple, with
fi.
Sup- and
no reference to the church at all, it would be a serious plied Hachlta
Injury to the interests of higher education if the church
7. Hillsboro and Las
Animas M.
should no longer take that active and keen interest in it Flores
which has been characteristic of the church from the
8.
Las Cruces and Mesllla Sup- beginning.
plied.
St.
Palomas and San Jose Sup- The church should continue this attitude of Interest
and support to higher institutions because, even if the Plied.
lit. Rincon and Garfield Supplied.
state were willing and able financially to undertake the
11. Silver City and Santa
lied.
function, to occupy the field in a satisfactory wray, It still
imcommunity
llo
in the Interest of the
does not
that the
12. Juarez and Santa Rosalia
Supportant interests of the higher education should be en- plied.
tirely in the hands of the state. Even if we approve, as
Las Vegas District
I do, of a state supported system of education from the
Samuel Padilla, presiding elder.
1. Barney and Pasamonte
Agapiio
kindergarten through the prfessional school; even if we
believe, as I do, that the state should support such a Mares.
2.
Black Lake and Martinez J. J.
chain of institutions by public taxation for the benefit of
the community, It is still true that the exclusive domina- Lucero.
3. Clayton A. C. Gonzales.
tion of higher education by the state Is not in the inter4.
Oalllna Supplied.
ests of a free people. We Hee today in all oounlrles of
5.
Las Vegas and Antonchleo Sup
continental Europe an illustration of the field of higher plied.
(!. Ocate, Lucero and Guadalupe
education by the state, which means, of course, by the
state government; and Germany affords a most striking J. Salazar.
7. Baton and Springer
Juan Sanexample of a great and powerful nation which has accepted the principle of state control of university educa- doval.
8. Tlptonville
and Watrous Suption to the exclusion of church or private
plied.
9.
Veda Giblno Garcia.
10. Wagon Mound
A. A. Maes.
Santa Fe District
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
E. C. Salazar, presiding elder, Santa

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

wood.

114

COPRiOHT

West Copper Avenue.

se

"EMPRESS."

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KT.

KEEPJOUR

-

HOUSE COMFORTABLE!

y

MELINI & EAKIN

,

Epia-menl-

Cold Weather Means

Sole Agents.

Horse Blankets and Lap Robes

Albuquerque,

M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

We have them in all kinds and
LOW
PRICES
prices.
SPECIAL
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.

OOOCOOCOCOCOOCiOOOOOOOOOO
O. DINSDALE

HIGHLAND

LIVERS

J. KORBER & CO.

STABLE

Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

Boarding Horses a Specialty

Sup-Plie-

IKXXXXXXXXX3tXXXOOOOOOOOOOO
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HOUSE

f"

O. F. PLATT,

The real cleaner and dyer.
dies' and gentlemen'a
firto
Portieres,
clothes a specialty.
1411
lace curtains, etc.
North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
La-

'nhnn.

9K-- 9

IS7K

OCXXXOOCXXXXXXXDOCXXXXOOO

Installment Plan

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners

FURNITURE,

Rita-Supp-

Hats cleaned and blocked in any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third street and Gold ave
nue, in the car.

1.

lo L.
2.

i

!

diri-elio-

Large Expectations.
This office extends its sincere thanks to Mr. A. It.
It is taid that sui;ar bis t pulp, at present prices, Is Campbell, wtio so kindly rendered assistance in putting
cheaper and better feed than ground corn, when foil with up our shop and adjusting, lifting and regulating our
alfalfa, hay. A beet sugar factory and a creamery natur- heavy presses and other machinery. This office is callaally go together. Ito.swed already has the creamery and ble of doing the work for a city of 5,000 population, of
the alfalfa, and within a year will h!so have the beet which proportions we expect to be poco tleiupo. FlrM
sugar factory. Bos well Record.
Issue Sunnyslde, N. M., Sun.

Alamosa

Martinez.

and Monte Vlstar

Conejos and La

Pab

Jara Zacbarias

Salazar.
H.
Costilla. Cerro and San Pablo
Romnii) Sua.o.
I.
Dulee and Apache Cruz J. Mar
title..
V
Espanola ami AMqulu Supplied,
tl.
I'enasio and Llano Bartolonie

ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Time, Labor
and Money

and

MONUMENTS.
The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor meane ease. The
saving of money means eoonomy. All
these aavlngs can beet be attained by
Installing m

N. Second St., Both Phones.

201-21-

M.

DRAG0IE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
ington Avenue. ALBUQUEKUE.N. M.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollar and cents they oost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirany other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.
d

AMBULANCE
For

Moving

Prompt

O

W.

Prices

the Sick or Injured.
Day or Night

8.

Navajo Mission Supplied.
Rio Hondo Circuit Camilo Va
Simla

Ke

THURSDAY,
OCTOBER . .

THE McBRAIN

Secretary.

JEMEZ HOT

Scenic

Ten

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries tho United States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J
11. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M

ivesthITflorist.

CO.,

FURNITURE

205 Geld Ave.

.

Production

lis

TALENTED

ocoooookco

OO00COO)0OO
2W

iarlm

i()

taksn at a fair valuation.

Automatic, 147

JOHN F. STOWE'S

Supplied.

in. Taos and
Ranchito Eulogio
Montoya.
11. Arizona Mission
J, C. Rollins
JOSEPH F. BERRY.
T. M. HARWOOD,
President

Plain Figures S3Q and Up

STRONG'S SONS

AtElks'OperaHouse

Big

In

Old stove

Setlve

Colo. Phone. 75.

GanzaleH.
ros.

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

BEDDING,

IRON BEDS,

Ke, N. M.

PRESS OF SOUTHWEST

Easy Payments

o

Evan-gesist-

Why Mining U Neglected.
Tlie mining industry in New Mexico ha.-- been
d because (,f Hie indifference of the bllsinss men.
New Mexico is not blessed with the kind who open mining sections and push for the development of the natural
of a country. How many merchants in Albuquerque aie staking prospectors, or developing a mining
property? In Colorado towns the merchants are all alive
to the importance of opening up new country, and they
are always represented in the field by prospectors. Colorado is no better mineral country than New Mexico, only
those in business in Colorado are more enterprising ami
A. tl. Pohl, of Phoenix, Arizona, U now engaged in are building up the country.
The foregoing in the Inharvesting an unusually large crop of dates. He has dustrial Advertiser is rut her a hard hit on business men
made no estimates yet of just how large the crop will be of New Mexico, but there is mute truth than fiction in
when all gathered, but it Is larger than has ever before it. Mining Reporter.
liecn raised on his place and the quality of the fruit is
Feeling About Gambling.
unsurpassed. Some of the trees will yield no less than
"The authorities throughout the territory seem to be
400 pounds of dates and most of them are bearing. They
are now just in their prime, many of them being fourteen waking up on tho gambling question in New Mexico. In
years old, arid are bearing larger crops each year. Mr. Artesia the city council has prohibited it altogether, and
Pohl, .from bis experience, has calculated that an acre of other towns and cities are taking steps In that
dates under ordinaty circumstances will net the owner It is only a question of a short time when the spirit of
$l,Si)0 a year. His crop finds ready market at
cents civilization ami Christianity will prevail in this matter
a pound. Is there no place in New Mexico hot enough in New Mexico. Echo, lhijton, N. M.
enough to warrant an experiment with this
and

valuable crop?

OF APPOINTMENTS

n

EDUCATION

all, it is perfectly evident

Just Right
The young man wants all the late
style Kinks, and gets thorn all when
be conn s here. The longer coat,

I.

Edmund F. Jamci in Chicago Tribune

First of

great pains In having my young
men's clothes

T'-,t-

OF THE CHURCH

IN THE

young men come here
for
Many of them could not
bo induced to go elsewhere. I take
Most

M

When silence reigns and a.l rejoice
That something's broken or gone wrong,
That libel on the human voice
Bursts forth again In strident song.
At strains of raucous vaudeville
The boldest shrink, the bravest groan.
Till longing came to maim or kill
The owner of that gramophone.
Hark! There, ye gods. It goes again!
Give me my hat and let me g!
1 cannot
stand that grim refrain,
I can't endure those notes of woe.
In desert cave or lonely shore
I'll dwell In peace, remote, alone.
Rather than bear It, o'er and o'er,
The torture of that gramophone.

w

tlotbis.

The New M- ic Spanish Mission
conference of tie- Methodist Kplscopal
church, held a: I ining, N. M., Octo
ber In to 12, '.. el a very Interesting
and profitable session, with about
twenty mlnisie - Ironi New Mexico,
present, jstsnop
Arizona and
Joseph F. Bern. 1). l' U U I)., of
H. K.
Buffalo, N. v., pn sided.
Carroll, L. I,. !., corresponding sec
retary of the. Missionary society nt
New York city, visited the conference
In order to stn.lv the conditions of
the work of the Spanish mission. Dr.
Carroll was appointed by Ptesldent
McKinley as commissioner to Porto
Rico, Just as the dose of the Spanish-Americawar, and did valuable service for the government in that Island.
Bishop Berry, and his wife, who ac
companied him, were stationed for
nearly two years In Tucson, Ariz.,
from 1880 to 182. the bishop having
charge of tho Methodist Episcopal
church there.
The W. H. M. S. held their anniversary and effected the organization
society, with Mrs.
of a conference
Virginia Harwood of Albuquerque,
president, and Mrs. A. P. Morrison,
secretary.
Mrs. M. Flores, of Hillsboro, and
Mrs. Z. Chavez, of Dona Ana, were
elected first and second vice presidents, respectively.
Mrs. Thompson
was elected treasurer.
The following are the appointments:
Albuquerque District.
Thomas M. Harwood, presiding
elder, Albuquerque, N. M.
1.
Albuquerque Station T. M. Har-

They start It up at early morn.
Some where round half past fi o'clock,
And thence till breakfast time its tones
Are blaring o'er the outraged block;
And, lest we might not fully hear.
They open have their windows thrown.
'Twere sad for pious ears to hear
What's said about that.graniophone.

ft

Young Men's
Suits

GIVEN AS PRESENT
TO NEWLY MARRIED

.FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1905.

Unredeemed Diamonds

money on Diamonds. When you
...
.
. v ....
cti'u ca fulfnhlA
"I' jJit ...n.l.-uau" n.lth
liduse; thit means you buy diamonds right,
wiw.n vnn Kiiv diamonds riant von have a safe
investment, that's ns good as government bonds. Diamonds increase
in value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and increase
vour prestige. You are cordially invited to call and inspect my
beautiful line of gems at pricea jewelers eannot buy at wholesale
what 1 offer at retail.
The Man You Can Trust
ROSENfiELO, The Pawnbroker.
11S9 Hailroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Alouquerque. N. M.
Kailroad Tickets bought and gold transactions guaranteed.
I ran save you
.
.
ItUy UiaillUHHS

,

eoxoeooKcooo oookoooooo
RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
G? rural Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

ARTISTS

PROF. EO. H AYWORTH'S
Celebrated
BAND and ORCHESTRA

Fresh Cut- Flowers,
- See the window display of the Ulo
CAR LOAD OF SPECIAL
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then adt for those $3.50 walk
SCENERY and
Ing skirts.
Don't wait for an explosion cook Seats on sale at Matson's Tuesday,
October 17.
with gas the humane way.

EFFECTS

The St. Elmo

m
Wlnas.BnntflfiJ.El:,

JOSEPH BARNKTT, Projx

120 West lUtlroai Aretue

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

13, 1905.

FAIR OFFICIALS CENSURED BY
FAIR

SPECIAL

ent's eauloment In Colorado. New
exlco and Tpvaa Tlirae sheen are
moved to Co.orado and fed during the
vinter on the beet pulp coming from
he beet suirnr fnrtnrio
located In
the Greeley district.
M

COMMITTEE

HERO OF BALTIMORE,

In Report Submitted to Executive Committee Last

Night for Mismanagement of the Late Fair.
Some Statistics of Interest to Public.
have been, and that tlio proper effort
was not made to increase the same. '
We find outstanding a note against
the association in favor of V. L. Trimble & Co., for JluO, signed by President Greer and Secretary Sellers,
which Is not included in the state- ment, and on which Mr. Trimble's
.
Duun.1 iiiiwii m fjy ui is year is

The executive committee of the
annual territorial fair met
last night pursuant to previous announcement, to hear and discuss the
report of the special Invest igatiug
and auditing committee recently nam
H
tr tnnuire Into the manacement
and the surprising deficit of the late
fair:
We find that the receipts from the
On the roll being called the follow- race entries, privileges, concessions,
ing members answered "present:" W. subscriptions, Montezuma ball and
Jl. Greer, president; George Arnot, gate and grand stand are conect, but
vice president; Colonel I). K. li. bel-- : Inasmuch as money wad received at
lers, secretary; J. H. Hermlon, treaa - jsome of the gates In lieu of tickets
urer, and O. N. Marion, M. Nash, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, we
D. A. Macpherson, Felix 11. lister, B. are unable to make any further check
Jl. Brlggs, W. T. McCrelght, George In the cash receipts other than upward
Learnard, P. F. McCanna, Joseph Bar-- of .'JiX was taken in by the ticket
nett, Maynard Gunsul and H. Soott takers and turned over to the fair as
Knight. F. A. Hubbell appeared later
We find that the telephone bill for
In the evening.
A motion prevailed, which was sec- $. the electric light and fan bill for
onded, that the report of the special $13.20, and a bill for $2.40 for framing
committee be submitted and the sec- two pictures, all used In the office of
retary of that committee, Mr. Lester, the. Albuquerque Traction company,
then read the report, which was unan- were not properly chargeable to the
imously adopted without donate by. the association, and should not have been
paid, and we recommend that these
members.
After some remarks by the presi- amounts should be reduced to th5 as.
dent, and Inasmuch as the committee sociation.
We find that, of the twenty-twdesired to have the findings considered separately, a motion was made books of street car tickets, amounting
and seconded that the motion to to $44, charged to the association,
adopt the special committee's report that fifteen of these were issued by
be reconsidered, which motion was authority of the secretary, 'and that
the association
carried.
should pay for the
A general discussion then followed same. We are, however, unable to
the reading of each finding, and to find any authority for the Issuance
say that the debates were animated of the other seven books, and we
puts the words too mildly they were therefore recommend that the sum or
$14 be deducted from the amount of
red hot.
With the exception of two or three this bill.
We find that the following bills
words, and the changing of one or
two sentences, which changes did not were not properly chargeable to iSe
In the least affect the report of the association, and have been rejected
special committee, each finding wss by the secretary:
Zelger's cafe, for
adopted, and then the whole report mounted police, $9.10; Dr. Cams, Tor
attending injured fireman, $25; W.
was adopted.
After the adoption of the report, V". Walton, medicine for Injured firewhich is here attached, the committee man, $2; T. N. Wilkerson, expeuses,
discussed several plans to nieet the de- $8.
We find that the
ficit of the last two fairs, which now
following bills
amounts to nearly J5.000, but arrived should be and were reduced by the
ftt no conclusion. In fact, as the small secretary, the following amounts:
M. Nash,
'nours of the morning had approached.
$:t.50;
John Cornetto,
It was the opinion of some that this I79.S8; Oakey Clifford, $9.50; H. K.
matter of arranging for the deficit Whiting, $9; Albuquerque Transfer
should be threshed out at a general company, $2?, making a total of all
mass meeting to be held in Novem- bills reduced and rejected, of $210.08.
ber, at which time a new set of fair
We submit herewith a statement
officials will be elected. Just before showing the receipts and expenses of
.
the meeting adjourned, Mes.-s- Mar-ro- n the fair for this year, as well as the
and Learnard desired to know1 deficit of the fair of 1904:
what arrangement the Casino AmuseRespectfully submitted
ment company had made to pay for
D. A. MCPHERSON,
the bar, lunch and soft drink privChairman.
ileges, and were informed by Mr.
W. T. McCREIGHT.
Greer that the Casino Amusement
P. F. McCANNA.
company would not pay one cent to .,.
FELIX H. LESTER,
;"
B. H. BRIGGS.
the fair association for the privileges.
Investigating and Auditing Committee.
The Committee' Report.
To the Executive Committee of the
m tuuumiuu witn ,tne above re
Twenty-fiftAnnwur TfrritorlUrFait: port, tne iJpeciaB committee presented
Gentlemen We, your committee, ine louowing cash summary:
chosen for the purpose of auditing the
books and accounts and examining In,
Receipts,
to the management of the Twenty-fift- h
Cash from fair of 1D04
S
92.99
annual Territorial Fair, beg leave to Cash borrowed
250.00
Subscriptions
submit the following report:
6,840.00
We have examined all the accounts, Admissions
4,286.35
vouchors, checks, books and records Entries ..
527.50
of the said association for the 1905 Concessions
869.25
fair, and have also taken the testl- Montezuma Ball
305.00
mony of various witnesses, Including
the testimony of the president, W. H.
ftotal Receipts
$13,171.09
Greer, and the secretary, D. K. B. SelDisbursements.
lers, relative to all matters pertaining Notes and Interest
to the management of the said fair,
fair or 1904
$ 2,654.62
and after a thorough and complete in- Bills of the 1905
vestigation your committee finds as
fair
10,470.77
follows:
$13,125.39
We find that the association for the
year lu4 ' received, for the bar privi- Balance in Treasury
,..$ 45.70
leges ihe sum of $275; for the peanut,
popcorn, candy and soft drink privilWe find that $4,820.41 is still due
ege, the sum of $160, and for the lunch miscellaneous firms and peisons.
privilege the sum of $30, making a
$15,384.17
total of $455. We also find that none Cost of fair of 1906
13,125.39
of these privileges were sold this year, Cash receipts
and that they should have netted the
$2,258.78
association at least an equal amount,
.$
45.70
and
that the eecretary should Less cash in treasury
be censured for his failure to dispose
The
Deficits.
same.of
We further find that these
privileges were used this year by the Deficit for 1905
.$ 2,213.08
.$ 2,561.b3
Casino Amusement company, which Is Deficit for 1904
owned by Mr. W. H. Greer, without
any intention of paying the association zTotal deficit
$ 4,774.71
for the use of the same, and we recommend that the Casino Amusement rut seaClassification of Expenses.
for harness races ...$ 2,287.50
company be compelled to pay a reaCurses for running races . . .
052.50
sonable amount for their use.
ror cowboy relay and
We find that the managers of pre- rurses
-- bicycle
aces
355.00
vious fairs have been able to secme as
' 1 10.00
much a.9 six hundred dollars from out- - Stamps
slue sources for stake races, and that Starter for races and clerk of
3U3.00
the Spring Racing association secured c.course
550.00
$1,475 for such races, and we further ' ,'"''B .V.""
226.67
find that the proper effort was not Tel. gramsillumination
80.G7
made this year to secure such races,
"
473.15
and that the president and secretary indlans
should be censured for grossly neglect- Salary of president, secretary
auu CierKs
1.288.25
ing this feature.
We find that the secretary should be Purses for base ball, umpire,
etc
2.368.35
censured for contracting and paying Prizes
for fruit, vegetables
$40 for two motor cycle races, when
and parade
490. 0u
e
the sentiment of the executive
290.83
was clearly und emphatically Work on exhibition hall ...
Soldiers
661.72
expressed against it.
441.53
We find that it was the expressed Cowboys
policy of the president and the sec- Labor on grounds, watchmen, ticket takers, etc...
544.50
retary of the association to make
printing
and
for various features of the fair, Advertising,
Job work
1,356.42
without advising or consulting with
37f.
the executive committee regarding Montezuma ball
Cri0.no
the same, and we further find that th Music
'
79.95
only appropriations authorized by the
1.444.40
executive committee were those for Miscellaneous
354.75
base ball bicycle races and trim ex- - Lighting
hiliits.
Total
..$15,38 4.17
We find that the president and the
secretary should have followed
the
Of
the
amount
subscribed
there r
policy adopted by the managers of
previous fairs and waited until all bills mains unpaid the sum of $:!4:'.5n.
against the
had been present, d, bar. ing hills for purses, prizes ROCK ISLAM) h HAULING
ami labor, so that it could be determ60,000 SHEEP TO COLORADO
ined whether they could lie paid in
full, and we further find that there
are at present (hecks outstanding to
ThaJ. Vau Horn, traveling freight
the amount of $712.16. issued to par-t- i and passtnger agent for the Rock
s outside of the city, fur whicn there
arrived from hU headquarters at
are 11,1 funds in the hank, and that El I'aso this morning and is spending
sev. :al of these checks have been pre- tlie day in the city with local shipsented for pa.unent and payment re- pers of live nock and merchandise.
fused and the credit of the association Mr. Van Horn speaks enthusiastically
greatly injured t hereby.
of the busiiiers of his road, both pa.it
We fin t.'i.u the sect clary of the and present, and the general prosperans, ciatioii should not have drawn ity of the southwest country, which
$:" of his salary before the fair week, Is vividly reflected from the business
and before i! i 01)1,1 be dett rinilji'd of tlie railroads. The freight business
whether all blils against the associa- of thu Ko k Island has Increased
tion could lie paid in full.
about two fold during the past year
We find that the secretary was ex- and the passenger business has also
travagant lu ordering goods shipped made a large increase over the busiby express, which should have been ness of a year ago.
shipped by freight.
The movement of about 60,000
We find that tho subscription list sheep from Mexico to Colorado is at
this year was not as large as it should present
taxing tjie freight depart
twenty-fift-
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Closing quotations Received by Levy
13: os.. Correspondents
for Ixgnn

Bryan. Barnett Building.

Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
Atchison, common
Baltimore & Ohio
Brooklyn

&

:::::
1.1

Pacific

9

46

o

H

r

'
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;
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Affteirimooini Coats
Eveimiinig Coats

I

The largest and finest line of "Dressy" Coats ever seen In t'ne city;
every one a beauty and an exclusive novelty in Itself. Positively, no
two alike. The stylo Is the very latest, In shades of Hello, Purple, Green,
Chamois, White and Black. Regular
price,

w

s

1"

Metropolitan

Mexican Central .
New York Central

XXfii

::::::::.S5i

l.rie, common
Erie, first ... ::::::::::::
IxMiisville & Nashville
Missouri

Opera Coats

B

H10

Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Southern, common....
Colo, ado Southern, second
Chicago, Great Western, common

c.

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

II
.

II
fl
86
Norfolk
12
Heading, common
Pennsylvania
H
Rock Island, common
33
H
Rock Island, pfd
Republic Iron & Steel, common
ST. JOHN'S GUILD
,
1
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
fiM
ELECTS OFFICERS Southern Pacific
IS 104
St. Paul
36V4.6
Southern Railway
There was a regular meeting of St. Tennessee Coal & Iron
John's Guild of the Episcopal church Texas Pacific
::::::::: 52
yesterday afternoon at Guild hall. The Union Pacific, conimon
1312
most important business of the after IT. S. S., common
H
3S
noon was the election of officers for IT. S. S., pfd
If '4
will
year.
Who
ensuing
Those
the
..
Wabash, common
2lMi H
conduct the affairs of the guild for Wabash, pfd
4174
year
are: Mrs. H. E. Fox, Wisconsin Central, common
the next
33
1
president; Mrs. Felix lister, first Wisconsin
Central, pfd.
vice president; Mrs. J. A. Hubbs, sec- Western Union
::::::::: ll
ond vice president; Mrs. A. M. Web- Greene Copper
27ft 1
ster, secretary;
Mrs. A. A. Keen,

..
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we will offer these elegant Coats
--

at
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Former
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treasurer.

SATURDAY'S

SPECIAL

Jrice

BE SURE AND SEE OUR

SALE

Largest Bond Contract in the World.
F. H. Kent, the agent of the Na20c
butter
tional Surety company, In this city, 3Cooking
25c
of condensed cream
gives us the interesting information 2 cans of
25c
fresh pretzels
that his company has; Just closed a 21 lbs.
25c
pounds potatoes
contract with the Modern Woodmen Early
shipments of holiday goods
of America for guaranteeing the honare beginning to arrive,. We are
esty of over 22,000 local lodge
arranging to carry one of the
covered by one bond. It is the
finest assortments that will be
largest bond in the world, and is a
town.
very bulky document, the entire bond 2 shown in cans
ten cent
of tomatoes for ..25c
weighing approximately fifty pounds. Good
07c
corn per can
1 package of Force and one package of shredded wheat biscuits. 25c
GANG OF THIEVES
2 bottles of chow chow
25c
l
IMPORTED FOR ELECTION We carry a fine line of
blankets and fine cotton comforters.
New York, Oct. 13. That gangs of
2oc
thieves have been Imported to New Postum cereal per package
lie
York to register for the fall election Pancake flour per package
80c
Paine's Celery Compound
In the lower east side, was a statement made today by a prisoner who Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound. .80c
THE MAZE.
was arrested after a series of bold
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor..
assaults and robberies had been committed in the streets. The police
charge that the thugs registered GARCIA NOT GUILTY
falsely, and they believe that they
OF HOME STEALING
have a political license to rob and
plunder,
,
JURY OUT BUT A SHORT TIME-C- ASE
INTERESTING AND AGED
OF TERRITORY VS. FARFOSSILS ARE FOUND.
IN HUNQ JURY.
MER
RESULTS
Youngstown, O., Oct. 13.
While
excavating for the GarfieHT sewer
many Interesting finds were made durThe only criminal case before the
ing the last few days. The workmen district court today was that of the
struck a stratum of soft shale, which territory vs. Santiago Garcia.,, charged
frequently ' contains carboniferous de- with hoise stealing. The case occuposits. Among the fossils found were pied the attention of the court all of
many carbonized remains of ferns and this morning and a short time this
other plants of the carboniferous per- afternoon, when It was given to the
iod, and some remarkably well pre- Jury. The body remained out but a
served specimens of Lepldodendra, short time and returned a verdict of
tree ferns and slglllarla, characteris- not guilty. Garcia was charged with
tic of the carboniferous period.
stealing a horse from one Felix Mora,
residing on a ranch in the Chilill counSIMPSON WILL NOT ENTER
try. Attorneys B. S. Rodey,.and MoPOLITICS IF HE RECOVERS. desto Ortiz conducted the defense.
Wichita, Kan., Oct. '13.
Yesterday afternoon the jury in the
Jerry Simpson, denies that case of the territory vs. H. J. Farhe has disposed of his New Mexico mer, charged with a deadly areaim
land holdings. His wife recently sold upon the person of Homer D. Stltzer,
a claim there for J1.100. Simpson after being out for several hours, dispoll-tic- s
says that he never will
agreed and was discharged.
if he recovers sufficiently to atIt Is now believed that the Jury will
any
tend to
business matters.
His try only one more criminal case at
tocondition shows no improvement
this term and will be dlscnaiged.
day.
which will be tomorrow.

WINDOW DISPLAY
of FENE COATS

otn-cer-

FORMER CHICAGO ALDERMAN
COCHRAN MARRIED
DEAD AFTER LONG ILLNESS. A.J.
Chicago, Oct. 13. James J. McCarPA.
AT MUNHALL,
thy, known better as "Buck," McCarthy, a former alderman of the Btock
have been received
yards distiict, died today after a long in Announcements
Albuquerque
the marriage of A
illness. He was a famous figure in J. Cochran and of
Ada I.auretha
Mis
the politics of the city a decade ago. Jones. The bride
is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jones, of Mun-halANOTHER OFFICIAL IN
where the wedding took
RUSSIA ASSASSINATED. place Pa.,
on
10th of October, and the
Kisheneff, Bessarabia, Russia, Oct. groom is thefrom
Dawson, Pa., near
13. M. Ossovosky, the assistant chief
where he has extensive coal and coke
of police here, was assassinated to- enterprises.
Coc"nran
Mr.
is well
day.
He was held to be largely reIn Albuquerque, having 8ent
sponsible for the massacre of the Jews known
greater
part of two winters
the
in 1903, and for the recent
In the city with an Invalid son, and
disturbances.
Miss Jones spent several month in
the city last winter, residing on West
POOR WAGES TO MAN
Railroad avenue.

l,

antl-Jewls-

HANDLING MILLIONS
Pittsburg. Oct. 13 Investigation of
the recent Adams Express company
robbery brought to light the fact that
G. E. Cunlift'e, who disappeared with
$101,000, though he handic,-- , perhaps a
million dollars a year, was paid n y
$.".")
hit month salary, and was under
only a $2,000 bond.

com-mlite-

Is.-an-

-

--

Sidney Bleber. whom the Washing
ton and Philadelphia press pictured
as one of the heroes of the Baltimore
fire of February , 19u4. Is In Albuquer
que to remain probably permanently
or until he may recover from tubercu
losis of the left lung, which is the
result of a cold contracted the nlg'nt
of the Baltimore conflagration.
Mr. Bleber was file marshal
at
Washington, D. C, and went to the
rescue of the city of Baltimore the
night of the fire. Congress recognized
his work, and the federal law govern
ing the District of Columbia, petition
ing disabled firemen, rewarded him
with a pension of $90 a month for
life. Mr. Bieber came west In search
of health, and has spent the past nine
months at the Fort Stanton sanitarium. He is confident of recovering
his health in the southwest and is
quite favorably Impressed with Albu
querque as a good place to live.

......
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The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

MARKETS

THE

SIDNEY

(

I

PAGE FIVE.

CERTAIN RESULTS.
Albuquerque Citizens Know
How Sure They Are.
Nothing uncertain aUiut the work
of Doan's Kidney 1111s in Albuquerque. There Is plenty of positive proof
of this in the testimony of citizens.
Such evidence should convince
tho
most skeptical sufferer. Read the
following statement:
H. II. Thomas, rooming house 509
South Second street, says: "I have
read somewhe:e that backache was
generally an indication of kidney complaint, and when there was added to
it trouble with the kidney secretions
.
the signs were
When
I
contracted a cold both those annoyances existed and for eight months,
if ore attack ceased, another was sure
M follow, so that I can consistently
say
was almo-- t
bothered continually. I finally went to the Alvarado
pharmacy for Doan's Kidney Pills and
It did exactly as
took the remedy.
promised stopped the
annovance
very promtly and effectively."
by all dealeis.
For sa-lPri e ,o'
Many

utiinli-takable-

1

(this.

Co., Buffalo, X
ig. nts for the United States

Foster-Milbur-

Y., sole

Remember the name
take no other.
TOO LATE

you

Doan's

--

and

NOT YET READY TO BE

CHLOROFORMED BY OSLER.
l.ondon, Oct. 13. The Iondon Vegeassociation met here today at
j tarian
Memorial Hall, to consider the question of w'fitn old age begins with man.
Xenrly one bundled men, between
eighty and ninety, who are still engaged in literary, medical, agricultural
and other work, are in attendance,
and will discuss the question from
their own individual standpoint, while
prominent, physicians will treat the
subject from the purely objective
standpoint of science. The meeting
and its purpose have been considerably ridiculed by tho press and tho
public in general and it Is doubtful
that the meeting will reach any solution of the p.oblem.
j

SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

EV-

"rirz mmi

1

0
0

'

We
We

0

Offer to supply you with anything In

Special Prices
On the Following

Our

per cent discount.

Berry 8et
Glat Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamp
Decorated Lamp
$1 Steam Cereal Cooker
50c 8tem Egg Poacher
$12.50 Buggy Harness

Un

;i.son, new de

0
A

0
0

T

0
4

A
V

305 Railroad Avenge

Electric

Southwestern

0

0

ot

price are the lowest.

F a h ft r

Albert

25c
20c
$1.25
$3.25
65c
40c
$10.60

$4-5-

and Winter
sign la

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

19
8tova. .. .$6.75
$8
25c
Havlland China, at 20

35o

:cr the Fall

Carpets. Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,
And also a fall

$12 Refrigerator
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil
$8 China Tea Set
40c China Salad Bowl
75c Glas

are ihowini

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

our line, at price that arc fair and
square, and we are now making

Decorated

4

0
4

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

&,

Construction Co.

Electrical Pumping Plants
Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-- Wheeler Dynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Gyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res-

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE

taurant.

8. T. VANN, O. D.
Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor Bight,
neanacne and nervous strain.
Office Room 8, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Electrical Contractor' Association.

President

Biore.

ANNOUNCEMENT!
Miss Viola Kretner and Miss Agnes
Stlllhorn announces the opening of a
studio in room
Barnett block.
Miss Kremer is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stlllhorn is a recent
arrival from New York nnri will tnkn
a limited number of pupils In drawing
and water colors. Studio hours from
!:3u to 12,
to 4:30.

216

oooooooooe
I
rf 0

SOUTH SECOND ST.

ooko oKaoooc

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room 18, N. T. Armljo Building.

35-3-

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior service?

The only long distance transmitters
and tecelvers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

rates.

There is just one way tc
have good
(a
c

ff-

bftkf
-

(

pnwrjflt

flavutLi

economically

iiiritli

lcw
fed

:

Schilling's Best, at youi
grocer's, moneybick.

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladden

your heart and warm your house when
it's cold. Kill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush.
LOOKl

American Block Coal, the best Gallui)
mined; I'enillos Dump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal.
WOOD!

WHERE TO DINE WELL.

Factory Wood, $3 full load, fireen
Selling of Opera Coats.
SANTA
RESTAURANT
(Jreatest bargains ever offered In Mill Wood. I2.LT. full load.
Quick afternoon and evening coats, at the
MHAI.S AT AIJ, HOURS.
Eureka White Lime.
time, good service, at reasonable Ciuldeu Utile Dry Goods company. See
COAL YARD,
HAHN'S
prices. The nearest place in Albu- window display.
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.
t
querque to Santa Fe depot. Open day
and night. Har in connection.
Special sale of fine Bath
obe
I.YXX. I1AVF.X HAY AND lil.UK Blankets, Just the thing for you
POINT OYSTERS in any style. First ter Bath Kobe. Choice, $2 eact
display at the Uoldcy
street and .Silver avenue, opposite
window
.ule
Meal ticket, 21 ineais for $j.
Dry Goods company.
Trying to find a more accurate, careful or painstaking drug store
than ours. We study accuracy because it protects us as well as our
patrons.
B. H. BRIQQS A CO.Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Klrst St. and Gold Ave.
Both Phones.
A

rE

,

There Isn't Any Use

de-pi-

-

O. A. MATSON & CO,

(Jl

TO CLASSIFY

Furniture,
practically
new, of five room house. Inspection
w ltomed.
203 .North Kdith street.
Citizen want a. is get the business.
Try one.

Fine Stationery

SALE

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

0

Auto phone,

316.

Dell phone, 115.

Residence
,
,

Auto

phone. No. 289.

f

a noDnpnc

4.

Black or White Hearse. $5.00.
Commercial Club Building.
CiTT UNDERTAKER.

Q

'
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0
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ailroad Topics

Some

vi-i-

Import ct
-

I
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13, IMS.

One bottle of

riatte.sl
,
' r.
wtl n u,
i'T illJt'l'
terday, including the yelhnv fever and

end.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

tne

'

Bitters

will convince
you that it is

quarantine situations, the Farmers'
congress of next year, nnd various
the only medother matters concerning the indus
you
icine
trial ami agricultural development of
WEST HAILROAD AVENUE
need to cure
of the state.
election
Tuesday,
the
with
ended
THE BOTTOM
BETWEEN
Indigestion,
officers Bt the atituiHl meeting of the CAR SHORTAGE SERIOUSLY
stockholders of the road.
SECOND
THIRD STREETS
Dyspepsia,
IMPEDES FREIGHT TRAFFIC.
DOESN'T WANT A "PULL" TO FIGThe- terms of four other dliectors
Threatened with a serious car sho.t- Cottlveness,
URE IN HIS FIRST JOB
WILL also expired. They are: Richard N. age.
are :n&i;ln rtp-iBiliousness,
START AS RODMdN WITH SUR- Youne, New York; .lames I. Robinson, effortsHieto railroivis
orforestall this by
VEYING PARTY.
Toledo; Vice President Russell Hard- ders for equipment for quickrecord
Female Ills,
delivery.
ing and Lawrence Maxwell, Jr., Cinor Malaria.
Every car shop In the country is concinnati.
enontli t, kovp
Try It today.'
Representatives of tho Erie, which gestedi with orders
f r six nionih-iIt is
has acquired control of tne Cincinnati, them mining
MASTER
BAKERS.
a spe'.i of b.ul weather PROSPEROUS
Hamilton & Itayton, were selected to woull tba. h? railrotla -- tviM! ini!l- roni the Wiishlncton Post.
take the vacancies.
on-- i of 0
like
a' n.d l.u: shippers
The m.isier bakers who thronged
liv this acquisition, the Erie secured amount.
lobby of the Arlington Tuesday
direct entrance over Its own lines Into
Is duo to the
congestion
threatened
The
evening were a liody of fine appear-- .
some of the lending tiaffic centers of
Is the most ng, prosperous looking men,
declare
railroads
what
the
andJ
the middle west, including Cincinnati remarkable revival of business ana
taken as a whole, would compare fav
and Detroit. The purchase also brings commerce
experienced.
ever
In
the
the Erie Into the rich bituminous coal effort to take care of the tonnage, in orably with any convention of lawyers, (
cry much of,
doctors or scientists.
fields of Kentucky, and generally
railroads are lefusing to let the comfort and well being of the miil-:rounds out Its system by a net work dividual
own rails. tltudos In the big cities of America de-'equipment
0
leave
their
their
of railroads
though Michigan and Such an embargo, it is said, has been
Ohio, tapping all the leading centers of placed by the New York Central lines. pendB on the purveyors of tho staff ofj
lif.e In fact, tne metropolitan baker U
0
that section.
the Baltimore & Ohio and the
as come u he recognized as a ne-cesslty in tho complex civilization of
IN THE MATTER OF
The commodity which feels the car the age, seeing that the people of the
PRIVATE CAR LINES, shortage
most Just now in Chicago Is towns have largely ceased to make
The San Francisco Examiner re- grain.
,
their own bread.
cently said: Assistant Manager W. A.
Among the giants of the craft now
Hlssell of the Santa Fe has gone east SHARP SCALPERS HAVE
here Is R. H. Ward of Pittsburg, who
to Join President B. P. Ripley, of that
USED FUGITIVE INK. has probahly the most expensive plant
company, J. C. Stubbs of the Hani
I
The Transcontinental Passenger as- in America, his bakery representing
man roads and the Armours, in a con sociation has Issued a circular requirma-- ;
n investment of $500,000.
Its
ference over the policy to be pursued ing that all signatures to tickets when chlnery Is of the most elaborate and
by their ocompanies In opposing the purchased must be made with the
and his output is at
A dreadful combination, that of Friday and 13, but Globe Store customers will be less
attack being made by the Interstate ticket office pen and the office ink. It eat 2,500 order,
barrels of bread pioducts
commerce commission
against the appears that ticket scalpers have been
fearful after making purchases on Friday, October 1 3, and for 13 days thereafter.
Southern Pacific, Santa Fe and their sending their agents to purchase tick- each week.
-leadalso
two
has
St.
of
the
Louis
1,
shipconnections handling California
ets and have been providing fountain ng master gakers in the persons of
ments of fruit to the east through ar pens containing "fugitive Ink."
Adolph Roettler and John E. McKin-ney- .
rangements with private car lines
The signatures would accordingly
From Kansas City comes B.
The Southern Pacific uses Armour disappear In a few hours, and then the
Howard Smith, who ranks among the STATUE DRAGGED
''We aU have.to go to work some cars altogether, while the Santa Fe tickets would be ready for the signa- most
progressive members of the as
time. Tin re Is nothing remarkable in uses those of the Santa Fe Refrlg ture of any puicnaser. A second sig- sociation. The Quaker
The
AROUND BY THE NECK
City has long
that. Last month I real bow President erator Dispatch company, which, It is nature would be made with the ink Iwen prominent for Its excellent bak
to
claimed, is a company distinct from which would fade about the time the
Roosevelt's son gave up his berth
eries, and Messrs. William Freihoffer
At that time the Santa Fe railroad.
n old colored woman.
purchaser of the ticket completed his
care
Frank Harry and J. T. Marchnnd or her ride, thereby enanlliig the and Louis F. Kolb, who are among
'What do the people
I thought:
Philadelphia contingent, lank with
aliout the president's son?' And now special agents of the Interstate com- broker to Bell the return portion to the
he largest manufacturers
in the
Everywhere recognized as the strongest and most reliable newspaper
There merce commission, have gathered a andther purchaser.
I think the same about this.
United States.
In the most prosperous region of the United States.
4
is nothing in being a man's son. It lot of evidence of how the private car
lines out of here, as well as In the GREAT BRAVERY OF AN
all depends upon oneself."
YOUNGSTER.
A
PRECOCIOUS
t
These are remarks recently made southern states, Michigan and else1
IT
ENGINEER IN DANGER.
While chatting with friends on the
by the voting son of the president of whe;e, have been charging extortion
While running at full speed uear
ITS
UNEXCELLED
embraces the continuous report
NEWS
SERVICE
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific ate icing rates and have in many cases Echols, Ky., both driving rods on an deck of the American line steamship
of the Associated Press, with dispatches every hour; the general and
railroad, who will start next month been guilty of paying rebates to
Illinois Central engine pulling the fast Merion shortly before her arrivel in
special service of the New York Herald; the Hearst transontlnental
shippers.
passenger from thjs city to Memphis, port last. Sunday, a prominent teacher
for the southwest and begin hU car
leased wire service and special correspondence for THE STAR'S own
reer in railroad service by going to
broke, and striking the cab, quickly re In the public schools of this city told
representatives In Washington, U. C; Jefferson City, Mo.; Topeka,
work as a rodman with a surveying DELAYED INSTALLATION OF
duced it to kindling wood. Carl Crof-to- an amusing story of a precocious
Kas., and Outhrle, Ok., In addition to the large grist of news that
BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM
gang. He graduated from the Sbef-Iielof Ixiuisville, the fireman, in try- youngster whom sho had the fortune
cornea daily from several hundred other alert representatives.
or misfortune to teach shortly after
Scientific school of Yale UniverIn view of the fact that the first ing to get out of the way. was killed.
sity last June.
ITS MARKET REPORTS AND COMMENTS have an authoritative
work of installing the Ijjock signal
The engineer, Henry Frisz, bravely her graduation from normal school.
.....
i
The young man will not work on any system along the Southern Pacific is stuck to his post, and though badly The child had never attended school
value that causes them to be telegraphed to all parts of the United
States the moment THE STAR comes from' the press. No Western
of the lines controlled by his father. along the main line of the roa4 In scalded and burned by escaping steam, before and had very little idea of
man even indirectly Interested lin the value of food products, stocks
"I do not want it said that I had Louisiana anil duo to the existing and treatenud with death every sec
Carefully nnd patiently the teacher
a pull, My father ha encouraged me : quarantine regulations and conditions ond, he managed to bring the train to
and securities can afford to be without THE STAR'S daily record of
in this. He began that way. too. ine in ,liat gllUe
prices and conditions.
can he reatllly be seen a standstill, but not until it had Jump endeavored to train him in the right
He
only way to learn the railway busi- that the work has been practically ed the track and ran nearly 100 yaras. dl net Ion, but without success.
ITS SPECIAL FEATURES Include the Chaperon's column, In which
ness is to begin at the bottom."
suspended, as each parish has quar There weie 200 passengers on board simply would not learn to obey.
are answered questions pertaining to beauty aids and social customs
being
upon
his
remarks,
of
"Some
theyhighly.
against
praised
The
Frisz
others,
the
antined
and the and
and affairs, a department for Inquirers on other subjects and a wide
forces at work installing this system railroad officials commended him for corrected, were laughable," she said
MO IE ABOUT "SCOTTY"
range of miscellaneous articles throwing Bide lights upon the world's
to her listeners, "and you can Imagine
have been compelled to temporarily his great bravery.
most Interesting people and events these in addition to a vigorous
with what difficulty I kept my dis
AND HIS LOAD OF GOLD disband.
editorial rage, absolutely Independent, politically, and a Sunday issue
cipline at all. One day little Clarence
The plan adopted for block signal NEW SOUTHWESTERN
Is full of live special matter and human Interest.
that
.
room
came
recess
with
Into
tho
Marquis
of
Is
after
statue
That
the
Ito
ing
the Southern Pacific lines is the
OFFICE BUILDING
OR BUG JUICE, AND HE WANTS installation
gum
piece
chewing
large
of
his
in
monument
in
modern
first
erected
story
new
100
year
six
office
the
Plans
a
for
of
until
miles
RAILROAD
NEW
A
TO MAKE
THIRTEEN PAPERS EACH WEEK FOR 10c
the entire system has been Installed building of the El Paso & Southwest mouth. After tapping the bell and re- Japan. It Is at Tokio, and during the
RECORD.
I
ern, which is to be erected at the cor- storing order I called out tho boy's recent rioting the mob dragged it
between New Orleans and El Paso.
through the streets by the neck.
The Kansas City Star was the first and Is still the only newspaper
This year, the distance from New ner of Sta.nton and Franklin streets, name.
A Los Angeles dispatch, probably
,
' 'Clarence Brown,' I said. In a firm
to deliver a complete morning paper, THE KANSAS CITY TIMES, to
Ed
from the fertile, Imaginative mind of Orleans to Lafayette, I.a., was the ior-tio- El Paso, upon which Architect some
voice, 'give me that gum.'
Full of Tragic Meaning
its subscribers, without Increase In the subscription, price.
of the line selected for the com- Kneezell has been working for
C. E. Van Loan, of the Hearst Exam" 'Nope,' said the youth, as he pulled
are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
mencement of the proposed work, and time, are about complete, and by the
ined, dated October 11, says:
the gum out in a long stiing and
With several burros loaded down accordingly, early in the year work 1st of November they will be turned gracefully placed It back in his mouth, Casey, la. Think what might have resulted from his terrible cough If ie
with pure gold and valued 'at $165,000 was commenced, but owing to the over to tho Southwestern officials. ar- but I'll give you half.' " Philadelphia
Several conferences oetween the
had not taken the medicine about qffiH tm iV i w ytfi rata
Croesul prevalence of yellow fever in the state
Walter Scott, the
Bulletin.
management
which he writes:
"I had a fearful
of Death Valley, arrived at Barstow of Ixmisiana work has been tempor- chitect and the railroad
concerning the plans nave been held
cough, which disturbed my night's 9
yesterday, escorted by a body of sev al ily suspended.
(impressively)
Bishop
Goodman
designed
and the building has been
rest. I tried everything, but nothing
en heavily armed men. The trip from
with special reference to the needs of Only think, children! In Africa there would relieve it, until I took Dr
the mysterious mine on the desert SOUTHERN PACIFIC BUYS
square
are
terrilO.non.OOO
miles
of
structure,
The
King's New Discovery for Consump
ITS RAILS IN SPAIN. the Southwestern.
was accomplished by much hardship,
tory without a single Sunday school, tion, Coughs and Colds, which comBecause of delay In filling the order says the Times, will be tborougly mod
and "Scotty" looked tired and worn
upend
can
girls
boys
where
little
and
digevery
respect and will add
pletely cured me.' Instantly relieves
to an unusual degree when he arrived for steel rails in Germany and in the ern in
their Sundays. Now, what should we and permanently cures all throat and
here.
United States, the management of the nity to El Paso's office buildings.
money
try
up
our
and
save
all
and
lung diseases;
prevents grip and
During an interview he stated that Southern Pacific has placed a heavy
do?
pneumonia. At all druggists; guarhis New York backers had quit him, onbi'r with Spanish manufacturers for ROMANTIC WEDDING
to
(In
Go
union)
Class
ecstatic
AT GRAND CANYON
anteed; 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
but that he Intended paying them the rails that will be used on tne exfree.
The El Tovar hotel at the Grand Africa! London
what they had put In to help him de tensions in Mexico.
velop the mine, although be preferred
This is said to be the first time an Canvon was the scene of a romantic
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH EVusing the money to establish a new order for Spanish rails in any quan- wedding on Wednesday of this week
the news.
1
tity has been placed by railroad com- when Miss Anna Alberger, daughter ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
railroad record to New York.
Scott stated that he had telegraph panies building in Mexico for more of W. R. Alberger, foreign freight
years. The price of agent of the Santa Fe at San Francis
ed officials of both the Santa Fe and than twenty-fivSouthern Pacific, offering $10,000 for Spanish rails as compared with the co, was united In marriage to Roy
Dunnan, agent for the Pacific
a train from San Francisco to New price quoted by the mills of the United Ashton
line frem
Shortest and quickest
Y'ork, with an average speed of a mile States and Germany is reported to be Steamship company, located at San
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and ColoFrancisco.
The ceremony was perminute and that he offered to bet somewhat less.
rado Springe, and all Colorado point.
$25,000 that he can make his word
The first of these rails will be used formed In the presence of a few relagood and beat the record by seven on the lines being built under the tives and Intimate friends of the con
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
terms of the concession granted the trading parties.
hours.
all lines cast and west, Time aa quick
Lydia. E. PinKham's
is EspeHe "received an answer from the Sananea, Yaqul River & Pacific, and
and rates as low aa by other lines.
office
begun
new
on
was
the
Work
was
stating
people
It
expected,
he
rails,
Is
same
Fe
later
that
the
Santa
This
crazy, ajso that the road was in no will be used on tne line between a building of the Santa Fe railroad com
DININQ
SLEEPERS,
PULLMAN
condition to make Buch a schedule. point on the Alamos line and Guada- pany in Las Vegas yesterday after
noon and the building is to be com
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
The Southern Pacific has not replied lajara.
1
he new
pleted in three nionthB.
as j et. ,
CARS.
building is to be 36x78 feet and will
RIO GRANDE IMPROVING
COLONEL STILLWELL IS
NARROW GAUGE LINE consist of two stories and a basement
On all through trains. No tiresome
STILL PROJECTING ROADS.
The 'line of the Denver & Rio It will be located Just north of tne
delays at any station.
main
hotel
between
Castaneda
the
one
In
Mexico,
New
The Colorado, Oklahoma Central & Grande railroad
passenger track and the side track
New Orleans railroad company, with of the largest narrow gauge railroads leading
the Brawne & Manzanares
matter'
For Illustrated advertising
headquarters at Guthrie, capitalized at In the country, is being greatly Im companytobuilding.
The new building
apply
or
to
or
Information,
address
S20,00n,0fl0, was chartered Monday to proved. The road is laying new steel
will face within a few feet of the pas
build a line having an estimated length between Santa Fe and Antonito, Colo., senger
adjoin
walk
will
the
and
walk
curves
and bal
of 800 miles, and to cost $20,000,000. starightetiing out the
A., Denver, Colo.
east and west along the north
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. &
The proposed route Is from Denver lasting the roadbed. These improve- running
by end of the hotel grounds. The new
necessary
generally in a southerly direction to ments have been made
correspond in appearance
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
Trinidad, thence through the counties the large increase in business on this edifice will hotel,
being of the same
with the
of Las Animas and Haeo, Colorado, line, which is running three or four style
will be built of the same ma
and Union county, New Mexico, and freight trains and two passenger terials,andpressed
brick and stone
Dewey,
Blaine, trains a day between Santa Fe and
Heaver, Woodward,
Woods counties, Oklahoma, to a con- Alamosa, Co';0.
The Optic says: Traveling Freigh
Traveling Freight and Passenger
nection withe the Kansas City, Mexico
Passenger Agent W. R. Brown
& Orient, and the Rutin le, Fairview & Agent A. S. Barney, of the Rio Grande and
THE DINING
Western, in southern Woods county or! in New Mexico, is in the city looking with headquarters at El Paso, is her
Mr,
Fe business.
til) i.iuincse; for his road, l'e reports today on Santa
northern Blaine county.
CAR SERVICE
conditions good all
The Guthrie, Shawnee & Shreveport tin! li;s line ha bundled thousands Brown reports
tho line in his territory. He say
railroad company, with headquarters ''t New Mexico sneeu and cattle uur- - along
new union depot at El Paso is al
at uutnrle, was cnartereu u tmiiu in? t!- yi-- few months consigned to the
most completed and wl.l be occupie
from a point near Guthrie through the Colorado ranches.
next uiontu. The gentleman report
- noutheastern pait of Oklahoma, IndiOf all the diseases known, with
Mrs. Samuel Frake, ot Prospect
(From (he California Limited
a great deal of building going on I
an Territory, Arkansas, Texas and RAILROAD ASSOCIATION TO
which women are afflicted, kidney dis- Plains, N. J., writes :
Log JUiok)
excel
El
and
conditions
Paso
there
WORK
FOR TEXAS GROWTH.
ease is the most fatal. In fact, unless Dear Mrs. IMtilihain:
Louisiana to Shreveport. The capital
lent.
Mining
Features,
the
Scenic
The
The
of
Industrial Association
1 cnniiot thank you enough for what Lydia
Texas
early and correct treatment is applied,
stock is fixed at $9,000,000, which is
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
R. Pinklinm'g Vegetable I 'oiniKiund hns done
to be the cost of the proposed 3W Railways began its quarterly meeting
the weary patient seldom survives.
on
bound
traffic
the
West
Fe
Santa
forme.
When I first wrote to you I had uf- atthe Manufactories, the Smelting Inat
ort
The
Fink-haworth yesterday.
miles of road bed. The directors of
Mrs.
this,
of
Ilointr
aware
fully
increasing to an enormous extent
fered for year with what the doctor called
terests, the Choicest Agricultural
the company are the same as those tendance was unusually large. This is
early in her career, gave exhaust- kidney trouble and congestion of the womb,
past week every west bound ive study
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
pro- My bi'wlt ached dreadfully all the time, and I
of the Colorado, Oklahoma Central & association is cmuposed of the Indus- and the
in
and
subject,
to
the
places, are ell along or reached
trial ageuts of the various railroad train has 1been crowded. l.ast night
It Is peculiar that all of ns
feeling
Buffered m with that bearing-dowducing
woman's
remedy
great
I
for
New Orleans road.
her
was two hours late, causNo.
most conveniently from the
Lydia. K. l'inkham's Vegetable could Imr.ily walk across the room. 1 did not
Ills
The proposed lines will be feeders lines and Bystetns in Texas. About train
should compliment the Harvey
by
engine
an
to
ed
this
accident
tho
g.
doctoring
any
better,
to
t
decided
are
to
stop
fifteen
railroads
In"
It.
repi
eseiited
Compound was careful to see that it
of the Orient system.
System, and yet wo do. It's a
E. 1'tuk- The association wa.-- i formed for the side of Trinidad. The train arrived contained the correct combination of with mv physician and take Lydia
nd I am thunk- in two sections and both sections herbs which was sure to control that hum's Vegetable I'oiniKiund
purpose
habit, and we can't help It. I
cooper
bringing
of
tho
about
EUGENE ZIMMERMAN
I
me.
say
fid
to
lias
all
do
cured
it
entirely
were packed full.
fatal disease, woman's kidney troubles. my own work, have no more backache mid
am really ashamed to say anyRETIRES PERMANENTLY ation on tho part of tho rauroada that
The Vegetable Compound acts in har- all the had symptoms have dixapiieared.
connection are wurhing ior mo inuusiriai cevei-witEugene Zimmerman's
thing further, but I can't abF. II. Mudge, construction engineer
I cnnnot praise your medicine enough, and
mony with the laws that povern the
the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Day- - opment of the state, and have
ou
stain. The dining ear service
cut
wau
off,
Helen
in
the
arrived
woulil
the
uitvi.se
sutlerlng
kiuuey
all
woiucu
system,
departments
while
to
and
and
there
bureaus
female
ized
entire
that city
Mny of the best parts of the state
railroad aa president and director,
last night. He reports work on are many so called remedies for kidney trouble to try it.
on the California Limited Is too
by no other railway.
reached
can
be
the cut off progressing rapidly aud troubles, Lydia E. l'inkham's VegeMrs. J. v. I.an?, of 620 Third Atw
good to be true.
Are yci Interested in Colorado?
says that work on the thirty new table Compound is the only one espe- nue, New
York, writes:
Send three cents In stamps for our
K. T. W.
steel bridges is now well under way.
cially prepared for women, end thou- Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
beautiful illustrated book, "Pictur1 hnve lieen a great
sands have been cured of serious kidney
nflferer with kidner
esque Colorado," to
O. C. Oyler, an engineer on the
derangements by it. Derangements of trouble. My bark ached all the time and I
T. E. FISHER, Gen, Pas Agt..
Denver & Hio Grande railroad, with the feminine organs quickly a fleet the was discouraged. 1 heard that Lydia E.
Denver, Colo.
a
is spending a kidneys, and when a woman has such l'inkham's Vegetable Compound would onre.
disease, audi begnn to tuke it: ami it
QtUen's Readers Chance for Profit -- Everyone Ought to fewrundaysoutin oftheDenver,
symptoms as pain or weight In the kidney
city the guest of Enhad
failed.
cured me when even thing else
SANTA FE IS THE WAY
gineer J. E. I'hrig, of the Santa Fe, loins, backache, bearing down pains, lias
1 have recommended it to loin of peopl
aud
Grasp this Opportunity.
urine too frequent, scanty or high col- they all praise it very highly.
and family.
Don't Borrow Trouble.
ored, producing scalding or buriiing,
It Is a bad habit to borrow anything,
Mr, l'inkham's Maiuliiiff
$5 TO $10 SAVED ON EVERY
or deposits like brick dust iu it;
New Cure for Cancer.
but the worst thing you can possibly
inach and perfect health.
To have even a simple case of
swellingof handsand feet,
TICKET.
thirst,
All
sore,
cancers are now known
surface
Is
sick,
When
borrow,
trouble.
When there are pains and distress
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW. hwellinjf under the eyes or sharp pains
digestion is to have "inside informafrom kidney heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
Women suffering'
by the to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica
of PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD
belching
eating,
heacliaches,
after
in
running
down
the
inside
back
the
any
female
TICKET
form
of
trouble, or
tion" of suffering that warns of seri- gases, a sour taste in the mouth, dlz
pains and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious Salve. Jas. Walters, of puffield, Va.,
BROKER,
GET THEM HERE (jf lu-- groin, she may be sure her kidinvited to promptly communiInwrites:
"I had a cancer on niy lip
ous trouble in the future, unless the zlness. heartburn, specks before the CHEAP. WILL
neys uie atVcctcd and should lose no cate with Mrs Pinkhaui, at Lynn, ness, Urlght's disease, and similar
114
RAILROAD
WEST
don't sit down and for years, that seemed Incurable, till
eyes, furred tongue, sleeplessness, ner AVENUE.
digestive ty.stfin is strengthened.
time in combating the disease with Mass. Out of the great volume of ex- tel nal disorders,
for Husklun's Arnica Salve healed It, and
Lydia E. l'inkham's Vegetable Com- perience which she has to draw from, brood over your symptoms, but fly you
Every reader of The Evening Cltl-re- voubtiess or backache, the stomach
now it Is perfectly well." Guaranteed
to Electric Hitters. Here
n
RAILROAD TICKETS.
pound, the woman's remedy for
should grasp the opportunity of- needs the help of
is more than likely sho has the very relief
it
will find sure and permanent forget cuie for cuts and burns. 25c at all
Ask J. 11. O'ltielly & Co., to show
Cut Rates.
'
sills.
fered by J. 11. OTtielly & Co., to try
knowledge that wiil help your case. fulness
of all your troubles, and your druggists.
For reduced rates to and from all
at .ieir risk. Jiut one little you tbe guaiaritee under which they
Tho following letters show how Her advice is free and always helpbody will not be burdened by a load of
This valuable remedy points, go to Paulsen's Association murvelo'usly successful it is.
box of this rem- sell
tablet out of a
ful.
"Di1p, drip, drip, oil everywhere",
edy before each meal for a few days, cob(8 you tiothliig unless it restores Hallroud ticket office. Railroad tickets tvdla L PlnWham's Vegetable Compoand I a Woman's Remedy for Woman's HI. debt disease. At all druggists. Price better
cook with safe gas.
50c. Guaranteed.
bought, sold and exchanged.
.aud you will soon have a strong stom health.
-
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PRETTY MAMIE

TERRITORIAL

Harry O'Biyan.
appears on the records

Muniie O'Bryan, vs.

of the

ami It means divorce.

district court,

The action, which was filed yesterday, Anil suppressed by Yeaman
& Gove, counsel for Mrs. O'Bryan, will cause decidedly spicy gossip
In business circles and cause the tongue of society to wag even .as
far away as New Mexico. New York and Pennsylvania.
t
Is the charge.
for two years. O'Rryan
will probably enter no spirited defense. He Is now in New Y'ork.
Non-suppo-

A

A Jt

MOST

A A A

.

t

A

Harry O'Bryan met the beautiful after waiting some
more Miss
Mamie Otero, sister of Governor Otero Chrockeron again appealed to the
court, and Judge Undsey ordered an
of New Mexico, many years ago, and attachment
to Issue and O'Bryan to
Densays
won
1883
he
her,
the
alxnit
be brought Into court. Ho was brought
ver News, of October 12. The wed- In, as handsomely attired as ever; anfl
ding was one of the mos brilliant so- to prove the assertion that he had no
cial events ever pulled cX in the terr- money, emptied his iocket8 of sixty-fiv- e
itory'cents which they contained. Judge
Two children were bo;n of
IUndsey told him he might sell some
the union.
An estrangement sprang up between of bis extensive wardrobe and ordered
the couple, and that they were un- him ta pay the money Immediately.
happy, soon became generally known. Several times after that Mr. O'Bryan
Weird stories were circulated about was called Into court, but he always
the husband, and received. It Is said, managed to escape somehow.
Finally, during the races last sumwith little surprise or concern by the
mer, he came Into the office of Miss
wife.
Chroekeron's attorney, Ernest Morris,
Finally they parted.
The wife recently came from Paris,, and paid him $25. "I nearly died,"
and la with J. Gatten O'Bryan and said Mr. Morris, "at the shock, and
family.
he evidently decided 'not to risk It
O'Bryan became mixed up In sev- again, as that Is the last we saw of
eral unpleasant actions at law. He him. We have been looking for him
some time and would be delighted to
wriggled out of them, somehow.
But there la one of which his skirts meet him face to face once more."
The family home, which was heavare not clear, by any means.
Sheriff Nisbet has been anxiously ily Incumbeied, was turned over to the
looking for O'Bryan for a niontb, on wife, and the mortgage paid by the
an attachment Issued some time ago mother of O'Bryan. Ail her sympathy
by Judge Charles McCall of the county Is for the wife, and shortly after the
court. A little more than a year ago separation she took Mrs. O'Bryan to
Sophia Chrockeron, who had been re- Europe with her. The children,
tained by O'Bryan as stenographer, at Irene and DeHoss, were also taken to
a salary of $30 per month, brought suit Paris, where they will be educated
n
In vrntn1;
In the county court, claiming that she ill
KICMIU
niuwiii. iiiniuuuuiis at me
had worked from September 1, 1902, mother'B expense. Du;Ing their resuntil February 1, 1903, and had never idence together In this city, the
been given a penny by her employer. O'Bryan's were much In society, Mrs.
She asked for $150, and the jury O'Bryan being a familiar figure at the
awarded her that amount, with $20.50 Country club. She was quite an enthusiast at golf, and always appeared
interest.
But the debonaire Mr. O'Bryan at the horse shows. Locally, the
didn't allow any such small thing as sentiment is all in her favor, as the
a Judgment to annoy him. He bad many friends of the husband were
been there before, and had lived alienated by his notorious affairs and
through them triumphantly.
Finally, his treatment of his wife.
niorM-h-s

I

1

WOMAN HAS PROMISED

100 SCHOOLS

TO BUILD

DIPPING THOUSANDS OF
SHEEP THIS WEEK.
F. P. McCormlck. has left Las Vegas for the Secundino Hnmnrn
hcr
he will dip between 3,Ouo and 4,000
ceau or sneep.

ANYTHING

INDIAN

Moat Market

BOY

Don't think th'

whole

RETURNS TO SCHOOL.
The l'apago Indian who escaped
world's wet Jest beraust
from the United States Indian Training- school In Santa Fe a few days
it's raltiin' around you.
ago, has returned voluntarily. He was
half starved and was very glad to get
a roof over his head again. He had
In
been wandering about aimlessly
the hills around Ceirillos and Iamy.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall is
Do you know any life Insurance
making every effort to recapture the
three Navajo pupils who ran away officials?
"No," replied the former nn mbrr
two days ago, and has offered a reof the legislature, "I never bad that
ward for their return.
temptation."
TOTAL ASSESSMENT
The Grateful Hen.
OF LUNA COUNTY.
"Of course," said the man who
The total assessment of I. una coun
ty for 19o5 is $1,559,548, a gain of $S,- - spends four hours a day on the
195 over the year previous.
cars going from bed to work
The ex
emptions amount to $39,755. The
and from work to bed. "you fellows
assessment Is a little over $300. don't know anything about chickens,
Ihe principal losses over last year don't give them credit for having any
have been cattle, $16,278, and miscel- brains, but It s a mighty dumb chicklaneous property, $14,052, while the en that hasn't got as much ser..-.- a a
principal gains have been, city lots, ib'i; 'I nk" ,v. obi N n. fo.- - :i tniur.
$20,255, and mineral lands, $10,659.
one of those family hens that Is allow-Th- e
principal Item on the assess- - ed the freedom of the iiouse--ta'vment rolls is railroads, $749,716, or .her bath In the flour bin, Instead of
more than one-haof the total as- - the dusty road, roosts on the piano
sessment. City lots are second, with ' and lays her eggs on the bed In the
$253,485, and cattle third, with $232,- -' "spare room,' instead of In the hay-89Other Items of the assessment mow. Now, she may not be able to
any tricks stand on her hind legs,
roll are: Grazing lands, $82,926; mer-'dchandise, $50,355: banks, $33,000; growl for a bone or chase the cows
household goods, $17,504; horses, $14,- - out of the corn hut when it comes to
900; mineral lands, $14,260: agriculr-- ! reasoning, downright thinking, why
ural lands, $12,020; telephones
and j shes a bird.
telegraphs, $10,531; engines, $10,020;
"We had one of those family hens,
saloon fixtures, $7,465: carriages and called her Alice. She had served us
wagons, $5,875; musical instruments, faithfully for several years, laying Just
$5,41.2; coal, $2,500;
aheep, $2,125; so many eggs the year 'round, without
saddles and hamess, $1,960; goats, regard to season, or the trust prices,
$1,670; sewing machines, $1,486; mis- - and showing no ill feeling when she
cellaneous property, $1,217; books, saw us lead her children to the chop- '.""; mutes, itiou; rarm implements, ping mock. Well, one time when Alice
4u,; watcnes and clocks, $284;' sur- was hatching out her spring brood,
face Improvements of mines, $275; my wife's sympathy got the better of
tools, $270: burros, $100; swine, $07; her the better of my wife, of course.
not of the hen and thought we ought
jeweiry, io.
The total assessment of the live to do something to lighten Alice's bnr- Including grazing dens, so after much discussion we
stock Interests,
lands, amounts to $335,325, or a lit- bought a little parlor incubator, nut
tle over 20 per cent of the entire
it in the corner of the kitchen, and
transferred Alice's eggs to It.
"Poor Alice was heart broken. She
USE OF CONCRETE IN
camped In the kitchen, spending most
THE MINING INDUSTRY. of her time on the sink,
she
Concrete is now displacing wood In could get a good view of where
the eggs.
the mining Industry. It Is found to
Hay after day, with hanging head and
more durable, efficient, and in the long the saddest eves I ever saw in any-rumore economical than timber and filing but a human being, old Alice sat
lumber. Concrete, says the Arlchltect there watching the eggs. She watched
and Engineer of California, Is used for every proceeding with all the Interest
lining shaftes, airways and other open- - of an amateur poultry man. When I
Hum iup IO nonom or tne van-- , poured oil into the Incubator lamp
ous openings. It does away with the she stood there watching
me.
her
water diipping down the sides of the head cocked to one side likewith
an
so common with wood linings, surance adjuster on his first visit to
"men rHpiaiy aeterioraie, ana must the scene of a fire.
frequently be replaced, while concrete
"But you
have seen her when
once in place calls for little or no re-- , she saw theshould
little chicks pop through.
m me saint lime n noma me sav. if thorn oo co- - .
loooe rock and earth In place, thus re-- ; hen It was old Alice.
My. how she
..v,.,..s
oi aanger. wnicn clucked and took on. But
hen
...
or less present in tne wasn't worth one cent after that
that. It
u
ii'iuiKs,
especially
in
deep
ruined her, completely ruined her."
,
m.u.ns, wuere ueatn onen results
"How s that?" asked the man who
Vl V,e 8lnes or ue "bln't know anything about chickens.
"
nan ureat tracts or forest lands are
"Well, you know we people in the
denuded to eupply timber required In country get our oil fro tank wagons
mining operations, and in numerous that call at the door every two or
Having
days. And the old hen followed
run short, in the Immediate vicinity tnree
that oil wagon around until she got
or me mine, long hauls at great ex-- 1 varicose veins in her legs,
oil
and
me euutueu to Keep up uie man killed her out of mercy." the
j aiiiniiiem to pel Hill WOCK TO
ilojui
be continued with safety.
Concrete,
displacing wood In mining has brought
the desired relief In this respect. Its
use is destined to become almost uni
versal in permannei
mining opera
tions.
3E
Inter-urba-

o

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

JOE

fir

J

s sJfr.Yr

Kelley
(With an ambition to provide adequate school facilities for the white
children of the south, Dr. Agnes V.
Kelley, of Meadville, Pa., who has
been teaching in the south, has begun
a movement to build school houses In
Louislan and Alabama.. She can be
communicated with through the Arena
magazine of Boston. She writes ex'
pressly for this newspaper her rea-lfa- r
sons for asking assistance in the
work.)
Agnes Valentine Kelley, M. D.
As a nation we are Justly proud of
our magnificent public school system.
Our standard is the highest iu the
world.
But has that standard been
reached in every state in the Union?
.Many of the southern states, principally tltt- - gulf ttates, are not able
to incur t lie double expense of building and maintaining schools. A very
large propoMion of the country school
buildings ate rough wooden
boxes,
with rule and Insufficient furniture.
Good ttachrrs cannot continue teaching in such places.
am acquainted
with many localities where no school
building of any kind exists, and this,
too, where the school population Is
large. I have known instance where
the chance city vlstior has been
moved by the condition of the people
to gather around her the children
and sometimes older persons ami instruct them iu the common I, ranches
of
In Louisiana alone S.OOu
children are passim; the educalile
limit every year. Kitty live per cent
of these children are not In school because we have not sufficient school
buildings in which to cany on our
work.
to my Inquiry as to I hat
the stu'es need in the way of school
buildings. Guv. B!ancbard of Ixjuis-ianwrote:
"We ate sally in need of more and
better rural school houses. The state
You and
is deticient in that way.
those associated with you could not
do a nobler work or one that Is more
needed than In building plain country
school houses that will a"ord the
youth of the state a chance to obtain
a start In an education that will fit
them to fill the social as well as more
serious duties of citizenship."
By

a

Gov. Jelke of Alabama writes:
"I will be glad to meet you at any
time or place and assure you of my
hearty
and sympathy In
the great work you contemplate."
'

JOB AT LAS VEGAS
AND GOES TO FLAGSTAFF.
A. V. Blair, who has be, n acting as
mailing clerk at the has Vegas
post-offic-

e

for the past month, has resigned his position and will ieturn to
his home at Kkigstaff, An., the latter part of the week, to accept a more
remunerative position in the luin.vr
business. He will be succeeded at the
postollice ly Jack Nash, who Has
been holding a position as clerk in
tin office of the secretary of the territorial cattle sanitary board.

PR O POSITION

A

Your land, worth $2 an acre, Is. by

the use of one of our irrigation plants,

BALLING,

made worth $100 per acre. Write us
for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and
Pumping Machinery," and tell about
your requirements. We can help you.

The

Thos. F. Kelchcr

PAINTS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts Ave years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
409 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Established In

1621-163-

Uj&

Goods
Coffees, Ira

Hillsboro Creamery

Butter

Earth.

f

Best on

For particulars

RANKIN & CO.

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

The

--

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
C02 South First Street
Both Phones

ooeeooo
office. 212

Wholesale

tl'iior

S.

Jd

SL

1

and Cigar Dealers

Dttig Co.

William-- ;

O. B. WILLIAMS snd F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

A. E. WALKER,

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

fire
insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building

Associa
tion. Office at J. C Raldrldge's Lum
ber yard.

TOTI A GRADI
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us
NORTH THIRD STREET.

117

WEST RAILROAD

The Fuehr Undertaking Company
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

WE GRIND OUR

OWN

For the reason that we can guarantee

BEBBER

j

On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
60c. AH guaranteed.

In

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet &
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

Lessons

at the

MEL INI & EAKIN,

South Second Street.

214

and terms, apply

oooooooooeK

Free Delivery.

Orders Solicited.

of Twenty

Practical BooRReepir&g'

o

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Its

M.

LENSES

all glasses prescribed by us.

OPTICAL CO.
Gold Ave.

n

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners.

!

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
!

We give on our laundry workT Try It and see how durable It is.
Notice how long it keeps It finish. We turn out linen, white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

N. T. Armljo Building.

17.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

City Market

Butcher Won't Need Ice Now.
Howard Snow left last week for
Sharon, where lie has accepted a position in a meat market. Cortland (O.)
Herald.

John W. Abbott, Prop.

Only

Hopper Skipping Around,
('litis. Hopper made an auto trip to
I'ainesviHe recently. Geneva
(O.)

thm

Two Daily Trains Each Way

Bett

Meats, Butter and Eggs
109 North Second St. s

it ''j.usr&viA'

El

Movin

Drayin'

cxnnvr.rcTP
Tiir
5 KUrtvlLJl
'

Ey the

Shippin'

us

Albuquerque Transfer Men

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxzxxxxxxx
$25

California

$25

Paso and Southwestern System

Between

once, you'll
call again.
Prices right;
there ain't no gougln'.
You have

M

o
0
0

0

0

Standard and Tourist Sleepirs.
Chair Cars and Coaches.

meals a la carte.

0

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE.
The Khortest, quickest and lest line between the Great Lakes,
the Mississippi Valley and tlie 1'acltlc Coast.

0

GARNETT KING,

0

Dining Cars

WIDE

0
0

0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest

Gen. Agt.

Second Class Colonist Rates
Sept,

113

Rock Island System

FREIGHTS

1

7

0

DISEASE

THAT BREAKS DOWN

"Red Wagons"

0

"It takes patience to make a good
piano player," she said.
"That's right, it does." her father
replied. "But her mother and I bad
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
it."
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
John )). Km ki feller savs be values
his good name more than all of bis Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
wealth. There's many a man who can
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
say the same after he counts up.
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

'Rheunip.tir.m docs not finite on in a day; the
-'
cnt:ses that produce, it woik silently in the system for years. This insidious
disease la nines intrenched in the blood, and some exposure to cold or d imp
weather, or slight indiscretion bS in's on an attack. Poor digestion, stomach
troubles, weak Kidneys, torpid Liver, and a general sluggish condition ol
the system are responsible lor Rheumatism.
Food souring in the stomach
poisons the blond, 'he faiiuie of the Kidneys and Liver to act jiroju rly leaves
waste matter anil i:niiiritics in the system, which, coming-icontact with
the natural acids of the body, form uric acid. This is absorbed by the blood,
and as it penetrates to the muscles, nerves and bones products the terrible
STRAYED OR STOLEN.
pains and aches and other disagreeable symptoms of Rheumatism.
Life is
From Willard, N. M., Sept. 27, three made a torture by its ccruci.itiiii; pains, nerves are
shattered, the health unhorses of the following description:
if
dermined,
m
and
the disease is
t checked it breaks down the strongtst
Hay burse btanded KL-on left hip.
It will not do to depend on plasters, liniments, etc ; siu h treatment
Hay horse, branded N on left hip.
Black horse, branded N on left bip. is helj.ful in easing u,e ,,,uu ,in, reducing the inflammation, but does in it
reach the Hood where the real trouble is located. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism
A liberal reward win be paid for
by purifying and invigorating the thin, acrid
the return of the animals to Vl.alo T.
blood, driving out all impurities and poisons and
Sanchez, l.os Lunas, N. M.
sending a stream of strong, rkh blond to wa-- h
Plans to Get Rich
out all irritating particles that
the
downs, due to dyspepsia or constipapain and inflammation. S S. S. stimulates the
tion. Brace up and take Dr. King's PURELY VEGETABLE. sluggish organs to better action, tones up the
New Life Pills. They take out the
sminacu ami digestion, restores nervous energy
materials that are clogging your en- and builds up the entire health. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, whether acute
ergies, and give you a new start. Cure or chrome, and the cure is thorough
and lasting. Book on Kheumatisui
headache and dizziness, too. At all and any medical advice desired
without charge.
drug stores; 25c, gua:anteed.
are often frustrated Ly sudden break- THE SWIFT SPECtriC CO., A TIANTA, GA

0
COLORADO

DENVER.

Expert Accountant

Will give a series

He Lacked Heart.

wmmm

0

ROBERT DROSiS

& CO.

REDUCED PRICES

AN INSIDIOUS

Mfg. and Supply Co.

000000e)0Oe)0
O(004000)0404
If sufficient Inducement offers

307 West Railroad Avenue.
Day or Night
3sth 'Phones.

"So you've been playing the stock
market."
"Yes, a little."
"How do you feel after bumping Into those Wall street pirates."
"Bully."

Bolthoff

0000KZ500000(

acents for Casino Canned

Jas. Heekln & Co.'s
boden's Granite Flour.

I

&

Seventeenth Street,

9

1882

F. G. PRATT
Sole

Hendric

OILS,

Koster-Milbtir-

RESIGNS

0

CIGARS

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guar
antee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

n

I have promised the governors of
these two states to undertake the
building of 100 of these school houses.
One thousand in each state will fall
short of the actual number re- quired. The governors promise to be
present and lay the corner stones for
the first such building in their reThe Pantatorium.
spective states.
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
Citizens, you give munificently to All clothes called for and delivered.
colleges, universities, to churches, to 2oi; West Silver avenue. Auto phone
the missionaries iu Africa. India and 721. G. D. HofTman, proprietor.
China, and now it is In the name of
"Mother was lucky" papa iioughta
the white children of two states iu
your own country that I appeal for gas range.
aid. They will repay for your generGOET2 S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
osity in well dowered brains and

Cigar.

PIONEER BAKERY

1

Many

it ;W? Sfi

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

W. Railroad Avenue.

SIMON

""j

p-

RICHARDS

113

Bui-pi-

:

Lily

Smoke the White

I

;

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

B. A. BLEY8TER

e?

lf

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

and Salt Meats.
Steam Sauiage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Kinds of Fresh

n

per-capi-

CERTAIN RESULTS.
Albuquerque Citizens Know
How Sure They Are.
Nothing uncertain alout the work
of Doan s Kidney Pills in Albuquerque. There is plenty of positive proof
of this in the testimony of citizens.
Such evidence should convince the
most skeptical sufferer. Read the
following statement:
B. H. Thomas, rooming house 509
South Second street, says: "I have
read somewhere that backache was
generally an indication of kidney complaint, and when there was added to
it trouble with the kidney secretions
the signs were unmistakable.
When
I contracted a cold Itoth these annoyances existed and for eight months.
If one attack ceaed, another was sure
to follow, so that I can consistently
say I was almost bothered continually. I finally went to the Alvarado
pharmacy for Ikian's Kidney Pills and
took the remedy. It did exactly as
promisiMl stopped
annoyance
the
very promtly and effectively."
For saJe by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo, X.
V., sole agents for the United States.
Hemember the name Doan's and
take no other.
t;i

Wholesale Grocers

THIRD STREET

...ioj

TEACHER FROM THE NORTH HAS AMBITION TO PROVIDE BUILDINGS IN LOUISIANA AND ALABAMA
WHITE CHILDREN
ARE
STARVING FOR EDUCATION BECAUSE THEY CANNOT BE PROPERLY HOUSED GOVERNORS INDORSE THE AIMS OF DR. AGNES
V. KELLEY.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

From Josh Wise.

SEVEN.

& CO.

Automatic 'phone, 535. OfTtce, 208&
West Gold Avenue.

All

PAPAGO

Residing in Denver.

It

TOPICS

FOR A DIVORCE

Sister of Governor Otero and. Was Married to Attorney
Harry J. O'Bryan in 1889, Subsequently

That's the way

PAGE

N. PEACH

OMAN

APPEALS

.

EVENING CITIZEN

EL PASO, TEXAS.

V. K. STILES.
Gen. Passenger Agt

0

0

0

0

15 to Oct. 31

Stopovers allowed In Cali
fornia. For particulars, call
on any agent.
H. S. LUTZ.
J. J. BYRNE,
Agent.
G. P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.

xxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent Prics

NEXT-- TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN

AND

READ THE NEWS

ALHUOUEHOUK

PAGE EIGHT.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

spent CALL FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
BONDS.
l"crHio on his way
home from a trip to the Portland exposition, oiV'irnia snd the Grand
The counly commissioners of the
Canyon. M; I'owll's company had county of Bernalillo, in the territory
an extcnsiv" exhibit of engineering of New Mexico, in the exercise of the
en
fiippHes ami '"'tis fixtures at the option given by law, hereby give nofunding
July
exposl'lon.
bonds
the
tice
that
dated
Portland
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Conductor .lack Murray, for many 1, 1M5, l.siied In two series, known
years In tli" train R' nice of the Santa as A and B, respectively, consisting
Fair tonight. Saturday, fair, with Fe bet wen iiis city and La Juula, or iuz uonns or ftiuu cacn, nnmnerea
cooler weather In east portion.
came in fi cm the font h this morning 1 to lo2 both inclusive, of series A,
and g ar.ci'i.; loan today. Mr. Mur- and 13! bonds of $100 each, numbered
M. .1. Collins and wife returned last ray,
for the pist three years, has been 1 to 139, both' Inclusive, of series B,
night fiein nn extended trip through
which are payable at the option of
a train on the Mexican Cenrunning
Colorado mid I'tali.
may ic;,t a position on one said commissioners ten years after
tral,
but
What Is
Ixit 3, In Mock 37, Knstern addition, of the rose! "!' the states
He wilt go iha rlnla thorcwf mnuf l.n nrnannffVl
on the Highlands, was sold yesterday north to Kansas City tonight.
for navment at the Chemical National
to Edward L. Carson.
hank in the city of New York, or at
nf M W' Ttnrrla A. Comnanv.
Robert Kellahin, a pronilnent citi- Delegate to Interstate Commerce Law the nm
Commission.
zen of Koswell, Is spending a few days
Acting Governor James W. Rnynolds fore the 15th day of November, 1905,
In Allmiiuerqiie on business.
George Arnot, of and that Interest thereon will cease
Miss Hattle Johnson ha! returned yesterday appointed
this city, n deleuo to the Interstate after said date.
to Albuquerque after spending tlife commerce
(Signed) ALFRED ORUNSFELD,
law commission, which will
summer at her home In Chicago.
Chairman.
convene Ht thn Auditorium hotel, Ch
COMPLETE STOCKS
New
John Urr, Jr.. has returned to
cago, on October 2fi.
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
Ky.,
his home
Mexico f.om Louisville,
New Tailor Shop.
and will prohuWy remain during' the ISAAC GKMHAM TAKFi
NEWEST GOODS
wiuter.
A. J. MorelH, the well known tailor
Miss Lizzie Gavin, of Kansas City,
IWO HIMSELF A WIFE has reopened a tailor shop on North
CORRECT STYLES
Mo., Is In the city, the guest of her
First street, where he Is ready to
press and repair ladles' and
ciean,
brother. C. A. Wr. Ight, of 318 North
Last evening, at the Immaculate gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
PERFECT STORE ORGANIZATION
Twelfth street.
Conception church, Rev. A. M.
Patronage of former customers solicitF. H. Kent returned to town this
In
or
l
bond
matri- ed,
tho
Joiin
LOWEST PRICES
i
morning from the Hell Ca?on dis- mony Isaac
II. Graham, of this city,
trict, where he had spenU-- few days and Miss Agnes Healy, recently of
CONFOR
SATURDAY,
SPECIAL
looking after his mining claims.
Lincoln, III. Only the closest rela- CORD GRAPES, PER BASKET, 40
N. W. Alger, traveling representa- tives and friends of the family were CENTS.
tive of the L. C. Smith Typewriter present.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
company, has returned from a trip to "After the ceremony Mr. and Mrs.
Good Things to Eat.
of
the northern part of the territory.
Graham were driven to the home
NEW NUTS
H. W. Italian!, a Santa Fe employe, Warren Graham, a brother of the
NEW DRIED FRUIT
is suffering from a broken arm, sus groom, who resides on North Fourth
BULK OLIVES
recipient
talned the other night while at work street, where they were the
BULK CHILI RELISH
many
pretty
extinguishing a blaze on top of a box of congratulations and
GERMAN DILL PICKLES
and
presents.
wedding
The bride
car.
HEINZ' SWEET PICKLES
also had a call from a chlvarari
BULK MINCE MEAT
John M. Wiley, deputy United States groom
seventy-fivMr.
party
of
of about
'THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
marshal under Marshal Creighton M.
a
accompanied
by
friends,
Good Things to Eat.
Foraker, went to Demlng last night Graham's
quartette.
to look after a Chinese deportation stringed band and double will soon
Mr. ami Mrs. Graham
case.
take up housekeeping in a new brick
W. J. Hyde, the blacksmith, has bouse on North Sixth street.
purchased lots 7 and 8, block 30, in
the Eastern addition to the Highlands,
DID YOU KNOW
comfrom tho Surety Investment
That a cup of "Duke City" Mocha and
pany.
Java coffee for breakfast will start
you right with all the world, and an
Steve Canavan, the assessor of
county, who took Cmrley occasional sip of "Duke City" tea will
Harding to tho military institute at keep you right all day? Orders soKoswell, was here yesterday on his licited and goods delivered. 'Phone,
Black, 78. Duke City Tea and Coffee
return to Gallup.
Deputy United States Marshal W. R. company, 118 West Silver avenue.
Forbes left last night ' lor Koswell,
Every woman wants a fine evening
where he goes to attend the October coat, but the price has always been
term of the United States court, whlcn too high for the greater majority. Not
opens there on Monday, next.
so now, for If you will attend the sale
F. W. Lynch and M. If. Thompson, of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry
Call
Goods
of Alamogordo, spent today In the Goods company, you will find them
in
city on their way home from a trip pi Iced within the reach of all. See
to Las Vegas, where they went to take window display.
two insane persons to the asylum.
Opened
Regular meeting tonight of Harmony lodge No. 1, I. O. O. F. All NEW ROOMING AND
BOARDING HOUSE.
members are requested to be present.
Your patronage solicited.
Nice,
Degree work. Visiting brothers
Invited. Refreshments.
J. J. Votaw, clean rooms. VIRGINIA MAESTAS.
secretary.
623 South First street.
Mrs. T. N. Illnch, of Gallup, writes
to The Citizen that Mr. Hindi, 1io
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
Hose,
went to St. Genevieve, Mo., for his
Belting,
Boilers,
health, Is getting along nicely, but
will not return to Gallup for several
Write for Prices
months.
GOOD THINGS TO FAT
E. L. Washburn and family returned
this morning from a pleasure trip to i
tho Grand Canyon, where. they went i SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY
a week ago with Mr. Wa6Liirn's
brother, who Is seeing the southwest,
;
CONCORD
GRAPES, EIGHT
and is now on the Pacific coast.
11
11
1
BASKET, 40 SENTS.
J. E. Haines, Roderick Stover, Her- 3 POUND
MALAGA
GRAPES
bert Brooks and Fred Fisher form a
LARGE BLUE GRAPE8
113-- 1
7
South Fin Street J 401-4North Fkri Street
hunting party which 'will leave the
RUSSET PEARS '
city in the morning for the upper PeBARTLETT PEARS
cos country. They expect to be abFIVE KINDS APPLES
sent from the city a couple of weeks.
BANANAS
Yesterday at the home of Mr. and
PEACHES
Mrs. J. R. Ribera, 1517 South Second
STRAWBERRIES
street, Mls8 Mary Alarld and Paul
BLACKBERRIES
Anaya were united In mairlage, Judge
C
AFTER DINNER
A. J. Crawford performing the cereVEGETABLES-CAULIFLOOr between meals, any time, In
Thr nntv Short CirArr Lunch A
mony. Both young people are from
fact, one of our "La Plata EaRoom in tneCity.- - Fine Coffee
Santa Fe.
gles" is a delightful smoke. They
GREEN BEANS
W. A. Fleming Jones and wife, of
6 S. Second St.
2
have a delicious flavor, and are
FRESH PEAS
Las Cruces, arrived In the city this
good clear through, from end to
EGG PLANT
morning. Mr. Jones Is here to attend
end. They please the most crit
CUCUMBERS
the Shrine and the annual meeting of
ical smoker. This Is only one
CELERY
the grand lodge of Masons, while Mrs.
of the many good things la our
LETTUCE
V
Jones will visit friends and do some
stock of choice cigars. We menRADISHES
HOME MADE PICCALILLI
shopping.
tion a few others to show you
V
AND
POULTRY-TURKEYS
Contractor Wallace Ilesselden has
our values:
(T
CHIPS,
8ARATOGA
secure d the contract for extensive Im
Don Florlo, 3 for
25o
AT
provements to the territorial orphan
Don Recardo, 2 for
25o
CAFE.
ZEIGER'S
HENS
asylum at Belen, and yesterday ship
High Life
5o
DUCKS
ped a large consignment of material
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, 6o
CHICKENS
SPRING
and workmen to that point to begin
M HIICClDnLT Two BlStores
wont on the contract.
REPAIR SHOP.
TWELVE KINDS OF CHEESE
"
UUOOAI1UI I ,
107 South Stand St.
IIS West RsHroa Ave.
z
Mr. Alvin Wyckoff. as Joe Morsran.
AND TONMEAT
SMOKED
up;
furniStoves repaired and set
In Stowe's big ecenlc production
GUES
of
ture aet up, and crated for shipment.
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room," beggars
SAUSAGE OF ALL KINDS
Hear of Walton's drug store.
description. His wonderful act ing in
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
the weird delirium scene is most re
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
alistic. At the Elks' opera house on
See the window display of the Wo
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF YOU WANT THE HEWS
Thursday night, October 19. AdmisGrande Woolen Mills at the Globe
Good Things to Eat.
o
sion. 35c, Buc and 75c.
walkstore, then ask for those $3.50
C. C. Crlsler, formerly of A. Daviding skirts.
sou & company, of Amarlllo, Texas,
is the new decorator at the store of
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Mr. Crisler'8 first work in the city is 0
a presentation of the latest thines in
ladles' wraps, which occupies the front
window of the Golden Rule store.
WM. M'INTOSH.
Proprietors
CHAS. F. MYERS.
James Powell, president of the Wil- 11am Powell company, of Cincinnati,
I I
RKTATLi
Darning stockings is a waste of,
time when you can buy new ones at
such low pi Ices as we offer them.
"Ulack Cat" hosiery, for Men, Women
and Children, 12V.-- to 25c a pair at
U. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
To get your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Burners; Mountain Oak and Groat Western Heaters. The most complete line In the city,
stroke. We carry many
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
AT LOWEST PRICES.
styles
Try
select
to
from.
a WIssi
different sizes and
the day

In AW'ii

PERSONA L

Kvery pair guaranteed to give satisfaction In fit ami wear. Prices the
Very lowest.

the sum?

$3.50 to $4.00

Answer

.Men's Vlcl Kid Shoes,
$3.00 to $4.00

IUx Calf Shoes,

Men's
'iT T

iTh5
y jmvv.o
1V

--

-

V

$2.50 to $3.50

-

SnUn Calf Sh0lJgi

M(,n--

$1.65 to $2.25

Fall and

Ladies' Tatent Kid Shoes,

$3.50 to $4.00

Ladies' Vicl Kid Shoes,
$2.50 to $3.50

Ladies' Dongola Shoe,

.Man-dala-

$1.65 to $2.25

Shoes for Boys or Girls,

a

GETTING BREAKFAST
With food preparations from F. F.
Trottlr's' grocery la thorough assurance that you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St,

0000O00000O0ttO

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
-

THE GENUINE CHICKERING
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, la admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

TIIK
.

wurrsoN
SOUTH
114

MUSIC CO.

SECOND

PLUMBING

I

i

ljr

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

IJ

But-

'

SIMON STERN

$1.00 to $2.25

There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard piano.

Question-wh-

all the good features that
could be desired In a perfect clothing
store are added together

RAILROAD AVL

Men's Patent Colt Shoes,

195.

Ohio, accouu atiifd by his wife,

LOCAL AM)

3 14 WEST

13,

.STREET.

and Examine the Beautiful
Displayed
Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm' Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,

Packing, Engines,
Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies.

Lumber,

SasJ; Doors'

Cement and Rex Flintkote

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST
03

Roofi ng".

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE WILL GIVE
ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT- NUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT

0
0
ANNOUNCEMENT

9

CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

0

WER

F

DIAMONDS
JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

AVENUE.

RAILROAD.

rf

EVERITT

Clothes
B7

i;.

r

f

9

f

00000000C0 oooooooooo

E. J. POST

When borght right are a good Investment. Our prices are right We tnvttt
you to c:ul and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also
Mall orders receive special attention.

j

E

1

0

-

oo
WATCHES,

ooooooooo ooooi

MERCHANTS
aspect.

0

WHITNEY COMPANY

,

ETC.

LEADING- JEWELER

A RDWARE

WIIOL.KKAL:

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

Now is the Time

The
PROTEK

QUICK

HOT BLAST HEATERS
QUICK

I

0

Collar,

JVff

VI

MEAL RANGES.

QUICK MEAL.
-

A

QUICK

which can be found only on
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it. Can you imagine an
improvement to overcoats that could be
any more welcome to wearers than this?

HIM.

CO.

I

V

Mr At

Stein-Bloc- h

Overcoats,
122 South
C
Second Street

i.

I

imt

$12.50
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Witt:
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wy

I'li

$30

119 West
Gold Avenue

0

uruH

;l;
Agents for
Winchester Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STAURETT'S Machinist Toors a specialty.

0

0

T

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

